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Abstract—Industrial control systems (ICSs) are types of cyber-
physical systems in which programs, written in languages such
as ladder logic or structured text, control industrial processes
through sensing and actuating. Given the use of ICSs in critical
infrastructure, it is important to test their resilience against
manipulations of sensor/actuator inputs. Unfortunately, existing
methods fail to test them comprehensively, as they typically
focus on finding the simplest-to-craft manipulations for a testing
goal, and are also unable to determine when a test is simply
a minor permutation of another, i.e. based on the same causal
events. In this work, we propose a guided fuzzing approach for
finding ‘meaningfully different’ tests for an ICS via a general
formalisation of sensor/actuator-manipulation strategies. Our
algorithm identifies the causal events in a test, generalises them
to an equivalence class, and then updates the fuzzing strategy so
as to find new tests that are causally different from those already
identified. An evaluation of our approach on a real-world water
treatment system shows that it is able to find 106% more causally
different tests than the most comparable fuzzer. While we focus
on diversifying the test suite of an ICS, our formalisation may be
useful for other fuzzers that intercept communication channels.

Index Terms—Cyber-physical systems, fuzzing, test diversity,
equivalence classes, causality

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial control systems (ICSs) are types of cyber-physical
systems (CPSs) consisting of programs, written in languages
such as ladder logic or structured text, that control industrial
processes through sensing and actuating. While these programs
(the cyber part) are often simple when viewed in isolation,
the system as a whole is more complex than the sum of its
parts due to the integration of multiple physical processes.
Given this high level of complexity, as well their ubiquity in
domains such as critical infrastructure, it is important that ICSs
are systematically tested and analysed against a diversity of
sensor/actuator manipulations, so as to ensure that their various
defences (e.g. anomaly detectors [1]–[6], digital fingerprint-
ers [7]–[9], invariant checkers [10]–[14]) react appropriately to
potential attacks and failures. Unfortunately, this is challenging
when benchmarks do not exist for the system under test, as
it takes significant time and expertise to construct quality test
suites for ICSs from scratch.

An alternative approach, in the absence of benchmarks, is to
assess ICS defences against tools such as ‘CPS fuzzers’ [15]–
[18], which automatically search for potential tests, i.e. manip-
ulations of different network inputs that drive the system to-

wards a targeted unsafe physical state (e.g. a dangerously high
tank level in a water treatment system). The fuzzers proposed
in our previous work [15], [16], for example, find tests based
on the manipulation of high-level actuator commands or low-
level bit flipping in network packets. In both cases, the search
is guided by machine learning (ML) models that predict the
effects of potential manipulations. Experimental evaluations
of these fuzzers show they can generate test suites that cover
a similar range of testing goals to those of an established
benchmark [19] for a water treatment testbed.

These fuzzers, unfortunately, share a critical common lim-
itation in that they focus on the destination rather than the
journey: their underlying search algorithms are designed to
find some test as quickly as possible, but give little attention to
the details of its steps, so long as it achieves the testing goal.
First, the fuzzers do not consider whether all the individual
manipulations in a test were actually necessary for it to
have succeeded, potentially leading to tests that are easier for
countermeasures to detect (since they are not as ‘subtle’ as
they could have been). Second, once a test is identified, the
fuzzers have no systematic way of determining whether there
are different strategies that bring about the same unsafe state
(i.e. same testing goal). This potentially leads to test suites
that lack diversity, in that they are dominated by tests that are
‘easier’ for the search algorithms to find. This is exactly what
we observe on an actual benchmark for a real-world water
treatment system [20], which was accumulated over a period of
several years with the help of industrial domain experts as well
as researchers, multiple hackathons (with teams from academia
and industry), and fuzzers. In particular, it only contains at
most one or two tests per stated goal.

Addressing these two problems is harder for ICSs and
CPSs in general than it might at first seem. Identifying the
necessity of individual manipulations boils down to an analysis
of causality (or cause and effect), and this is made more com-
plicated by factors such as sequencing of steps. For example,
the manipulation of a particular actuator might only be causal
for a test if it takes place after the manipulation of another.
Furthermore, the problem of finding different tests with the
same goal (i.e. reaching the same unsafe physical state) is
challenging due to the ambiguity of what it means for two
tests to be ‘different’. Suppose, for example, that manipulation
x followed by y brings about a targeted unsafe state. If y
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approach for finding causally different tests

followed by x brings about the same unsafe state, is this to
be considered ‘different’, given that the same manipulations
are used? What about a sustained sequence of x followed by
y? Or x followed by x and y together? While all these tests
are different in a strict sense, depending on the context, they
may not be different in a meaningful way. Current fuzzers,
unfortunately, lack any support for this kind of reasoning.

In this work, we present a comprehensive and practical
guided fuzzing approach for finding meaningfully different
tests, based on a general formalisation of sensor/actuator-
manipulation strategies. Our algorithm identifies the causal
manipulations in a test, i.e. without which the test would not
have achieved its goal. It then generalises the test to a user-
defined equivalence class, which formalises what it means for
tests to be the ‘same’ based on common factors such as the
set of (causal) manipulations used, or the sequence they were
utilised in. Finally, it updates its fuzzing strategy so as to find
new tests that are causally different based on the equivalence
classes previously identified.

Figure 1 gives an overview of this general approach, show-
ing how a test strategy T is updated to exclude tests equivalent
to a previous one t under equivalence class ∼. Our underlying
algorithm is based on the idea of modelling test strategies
as transition systems labelled with the sensor/actuator values
that can be manipulated. After deriving a test from a strategy,
the strategy is updated to guide the search away from tests
that simply belong to the same equivalence class, ensuring the
next test succeeds for different reasons. This ability to exclude
causally equivalent tests from the search is the key contribution
of our formalism that differs it from other test case generation
approaches on labelled transition systems (LTSs) (e.g. [21]).

We demonstrate the practical viability of our formalisation
and approach by implementing a causal fuzzer for the Secure
Water Treatment (SWaT) testbed [22], a complex multi-stage
water purification system based on a real-world plant. First,
our experiments show that our fuzzer is able to derive tests for
16 different goals, matching the coverage of previous fuzzers
that were applied to this ICS. Second, but most importantly,
we find 33 causally different tests for achieving those 16
goals, i.e. 106% more causally different tests than before.
Furthermore, we found that using our causal equivalence
classes allowed our fuzzer to reduce the test suite by 4 orders
of magnitude while still covering all relevant causal events.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

• A general formalisation of test strategies based on LTSs
and traces of sensor/actuator manipulations;

• Three equivalence classes for characterising what it
means for two tests to be the ‘same’;

• A linear-time over-approximation algorithm for identify-
ing the causal events in a test;

• A goal-driven test generation strategy that combines
fuzzing with our LTSs;

• An implementation of the approach for a water treatment
system that found 33 causally different tests.

While our focus is on diversifying the test suite of an ICS,
it is possible that our formalisation could be applied to any
kind of software/system in which the execution trace can be
influenced by intercepting some communication channel.

II. CASE STUDY: SWAT TESTBED

We use a complex real-world ICS as our running example:
the Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) testbed [22], [23]. SWaT
is a scaled-down version of a working water purification plant,
intended to support research on securing and defending critical
infrastructure. SWaT consists of a modern six-stage process
that produces up to five gallons of safe drinking water per
minute. Each stage focuses on a particular chemical process
(e.g. dosing, ultrafiltration, or dechlorination) and is controlled
by a dedicated Allen-Bradley ControlLogix Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC). These PLCs repeatedly cycle through
their programs, computing the appropriate commands to send
to actuators based on the latest sensor readings received. The
testbed consists of 36 sensors in total, including water flow
indicator transmitters (FITs), tank level indicator transmitters
(LITs), and chemical analyser indicator transmitters (AITs).
Among the 30 actuators are motorised valves (MVs) for
controlling the inflow of water to tanks, and pumps (Ps) for
pumping the water out. Figure 2 provides an overview of the
six stages, as well as the main sensors and actuators involved.

The network of the SWaT testbed is organised into a layered
hierarchy compliant with the ISA99 standard, providing dif-
ferent levels of segmentation and traffic control. The ‘upper’
layers of the hierarchy, Levels 3 and 2, respectively handle
operation management (e.g. the historian server that logs
data) and supervisory control (e.g. touch panel, engineering
workstation). Level 1 is a star network connecting the PLCs,
and implements the Common Industrial Protocol (CIP) over
EtherNet/IP. Finally, the ‘lowest’ layer of the hierarchy is
Level 0, which consists of ring networks that connect indi-
vidual PLCs to their relevant sensors and actuators.

Each sensor in SWaT is associated with a manufacturer-
defined range of safe values, which they are expected to remain
within at all times during normal operation. If a sensor reports
a (true) reading outside of this range, we say the physical state
of the system has become unsafe. If the tank level indicator
transmitter LIT101 in stage one, for example, reports a reading
below 250mm, then the physical state has become unsafe due
to the risk of an underflow scenario (which can damage the
pumps). Similarly, a pressure reading outside of the safe range
indicates that a pipe is at risk of bursting.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the six sub-stages of SWaT (blue arrows indicate water flow; dashed/solid rectangles indicate sensors/actuators)

SWaT is associated with a number of additional resources
beyond the physical testbed itself. First, it has an extensive
dataset [19], [20], consisting of the sensor readings and
actuator states observed over seven days of continuous normal
operation, and four days of various benchmarked attack scenar-
ios. Furthermore, SWaT has a simulator [24] that can be used
for offline analyses. Built in Python, it faithfully simulates the
control logic of the PLCs, and executes models of some key
physical processes (e.g. water flow). As it was cross-validated
against real data from the dataset, the simulator can be used as
a way to initially evaluate various over- and underflow attacks
without wasting the resources of the physical testbed.

Across the six sub-processes of SWaT, there are several
different unsafe physical states as measured by the sensors. In
Stage 3, for example, if the differential pressure transmitter
DPIT301 detects a pressure level less than 0.1 bar, the ultra-
filtration process is in an unsafe state because the subsequent
backwash process will become stuck. A CPS fuzzer that aims
to get DPIT301 below this threshold as soon as possible will
typically find the simplest way to do so, i.e. by manipulating
at least the motorised valve MV302. However, this is not the
only way that this unsafe state can be brought about: one can
also switch off two pumps (P301 and P302) or open MV301,
MV303, and switch on P602. Finding these alternative tests
automatically is difficult without a causal understanding of
why the tests succeed, or a way to determine that a test is not
simply a permutation of an ‘equivalent’ one.

III. SYSTEMS, STRATEGIES, AND TESTS

In order to solve the problem of finding causally different
tests for ICSs such as SWaT, we need a formalisation that
allows fuzzers to reason precisely about tests, manipulation
strategies, and causal events. We thus present an intuitive
formal definition of systems, define strategies as LTSs, and
formalise tests as traces of sensor/actuator manipulations.

Our formalism aims for generality, modelling the key char-
acteristics of CPSs (e.g. control states, physical states, and
sensing/actuating components) in a way that abstracts away
from specific ICS implementation details (e.g. ladder logic).
We remark that while generality is our intention, our current
evaluation and case study focus on an ICS representative of

the water domain. Assessing the utility of this formalisation
for other kinds of CPSs is important future work.

A. Systems

Intuitively, a CPS consists of software interacting with one
or more physical processes via components connected over
a network. In this work, we assume there to be two types
of components: sensors, which read continuous data from the
physical state (e.g. temperature, pressure, flow), and actuators,
which are mechanised devices for controlling the process
(e.g. motorised pumps or valves).

Definition 1 (Component; sensor; actuator). A component c
is a device for interacting with a physical process; it has an
internal state derived from an associated domain of values Dc.
A sensor s is a component with domain Ds ⊆ R, i.e. mod-
elling real-valued readings from a process. An actuator a is a
component with a discrete finite domain Da.

In this paper, if an actuator is a pump, we assume the
domain {on, off}, and if it is a motorised valve, we assume
the domain {open, closed}. Actuators with ‘partial’ positions
(e.g. 25% open) would require an appropriate discretisation.

For a given set of sensors or actuators, we refer to their
current states as their readings or configurations respectively.

Definition 2 (Readings; configurations). Given a set of sensors
(resp. actuators) C, the readings (resp. configurations) of C
are denoted as a set of pairs C ⊆ {⟨c, v⟩ | c ∈ C, v ∈ Dc}
containing exactly one pair per component, i.e. if ⟨c, v1⟩ ∈ C
and ⟨c, v2⟩ ∈ C then v1 = v2. We let C denote the set of all
possible readings/configurations C.

Our definition of a CPS elaborates on how control, physical,
and component states all relate to each other. Note that the
transition functions can be left implicit if the targeted system
is available to be executed (as is the case for SWaT; Section V).

Definition 3 (Cyber-physical system). A cyber-
physical system (CPS) P is a tuple of the form
(QP , XP , SP , AP , δP , dP , θP , τP), where QP is a set
of control states, XP is a set of states of the physical
process, SP is a set of sensors, AP is a set of actuators,
δP : QP × SP → QP × AP is the logic of the controllers,



dP : XP × AP → XP is a function characterising how the
physical process evolves after a fixed time interval τP , and
θP : XP → SP is an observation function describing how
sensor readings are extracted from the state of the physical
process.

Given a CPS P , a run of the system is a sequence
of the form (q0, x0) → (q1, x1) → · · · such that each
qi ∈ QP , xi ∈ XP , and for every step (qi, xi) →
(qi+1, xi+1), δP(qi, θP(xi)) = (qi+1, AP) with AP ∈ AP
and dP(xi, AP) = xi+1.

B. Test Strategies

CPS testing involves manipulating sensor readings and
actuator states according to a defined strategy. Our definition
consists of two parts. First, we define capabilities, which are
the particular manipulations that are possible. Second, we
define strategies, which are transition systems expressing how
the capabilities will be utilised, and the conditions of the
system that must be true for them to be able to do so. We
can specify a range of test strategies, including optimistic ones
that simply ‘try out’ various capabilities, or more sophisticated
ones that conduct manipulations based on the system state.

Capabilities are denoted as pairs of components and values
(we use square brackets to distinguish them from readings).
A pair [s, v] for sensor s and value v ∈ Ds indicates that the
tester is capable of spoofing the reading reported by s as v,
regardless of what the actual reading is. Analogously, a pair
[a, v] for actuator a and value v ∈ Da indicates that the tester
is capable of forcing actuator a into configuration v, regardless
of the commands that should be being issued to the actuator
at a given moment of the system’s execution.

Definition 4 (Capability). Let P be a CPS. A capability over
P is a pair [c, v], where c is a component in SP ∪ AP and
v ∈ Dc.

A set of capabilities may be infinite if the tester can
manipulate sensor values over a continuous domain. In such
cases, we use the notation [s,R] for sensor s and R ⊆ Ds to
represent all capabilities [s, v] for v ∈ R. For example, [s,N0]
would represent [s, 0], [s, 1], [s, 2], and so on.

As an example, the set of capabilities {[P101, on],
[MV101, close]} over SWaT expresses the ability to override
the configurations of two actuators in stage one. In particular,
the capabilities respectively express manipulations that cause
pump P101 to switch on and motorised valve MV101 to close.
Note that our model abstracts away from how these capabilities
are realised, specifying only that they can be.

Test strategies are defined as LTSs with labels of the form
γ ⊢ φ. Here, γ is a sensor condition that must be true for
the transition to fire, whereas φ is a capability condition that
constrains the capabilities that it is allowed to utilise.

Definition 5 (Sensor condition). Let P denote a CPS. A
sensor condition over P is a Boolean formula of simple linear
inequalities over the sensors SP . The set of all possible sensor
conditions over P is denoted by CondP . Given a condition

γ ∈ CondP and physical state x ∈ XP , the valuation of
the condition, γx ∈ B, is obtained by evaluating the Boolean
expression in the standard way, but with each sensor symbol
s interpreted as v such that ⟨s, v⟩ ∈ θP(x).

As an example, the sensor condition γ = LIT101 ≥ 250 ∧
LIT101 ≤ 1100 over SWaT expresses that the level of tank one
is between 250mm and 1100mm, i.e. within its safe range.
Given a physical state x, the valuation of γx is true if 250 ≤
v ≤ 1100 for ⟨LIT101, v⟩ ∈ θSWaT(x), and false otherwise.

Capability conditions are simple Boolean expressions over
capability sets. We use the symbol ‘ ’ to represent the capabil-
ities that are utilised when the transition is fired. Conditions
across multiple labels can be related using globally scoped
variables from a set Var, e.g. X ∈ Var.

Definition 6 (Capability condition). Let Cap denote a set of
capabilities. A capability condition over Cap is a Boolean
formula of the form true, Exp1 ⊆ Exp2, Exp1 == Exp2,
φ1∨φ2, φ1∧φ2, or ¬φ1. Here, Exp1, Exp2 can be expressions
over variables in Var, subsets of Cap, or the symbol , whereas
φ1, φ2 are capability conditions. We let CondCap denote
the set of all possible capability conditions over Cap. An
assignment is a function α : Var → 2Cap mapping variables
to subsets of Cap. Given a capability condition φ, a set of
capabilities Y ∈ 2Cap, and an assignment α, the condition’s
valuation φY,α ∈ B is obtained by evaluating the set and
Boolean expressions in the usual way, but with Y substituted
for , and variables X ∈ Var interpreted as α(X).

For example, the capability condition φ = [P101, on] /∈
specifies that any combination of capabilities can be used,
so long as [P101, on] is not included. Note that we will use
y ∈ Exp, Exp1 ̸⊆ Exp2, and Exp1 ̸= Exp2 to respectively
abbreviate {y} ⊆ Exp, ¬Exp1 ⊆ Exp2, and ¬(Exp1 ==
Exp2). Furthermore, we let the capability set Y on its own
abbreviate the capability condition == Y .

Finally, we define strategies as LTSs, expressing the possible
sequences of capabilities that can be utilised by the tester.

Definition 7 (Test strategy). Let P denote a CPS and Cap a
set of capabilities over P . A test strategy for P and Cap is a
tuple T = (QT ,−→T , iT ) where QT is a set of states, −→T
⊆ QT × (CondP × CondCap) × QT is a transition relation,
and iT ∈ QT is the initial state. A transition (ri, (γ, φ), rj) ∈
−→T is visualised as an arrow from ri to rj with the label
γ ⊢ φ (we may omit γ or φ when they are true).

For simplicity, we make some assumptions on the form of
strategies. First, we assume that it is always possible to fire
at least one transition, regardless of the state of the strategy
or the physical process. (One can always add a ‘do nothing’
transition that uses no capabilities.) Second, we assume that
between any pair of states r1, r2, there is at most one transition
from r1 to r2. As a consequence, the sequence of transitions
fired can be uniquely determined from a sequence of states.
Finally, if a capability set is specified in a transition, then it
contains at most one capability per sensor/actuator.
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Fig. 3. Three examples of test strategies for SWaT

This definition allows us to capture a variety of test
strategies, as shown by the examples in Figure 3. The first
transition system ({a}, {(a, (true, == ∅), a)}, a) imple-
ments a null strategy. The sensor condition of the sole
transition is vacuously satisfied, but no capabilities are ever
utilised. The second transition system ({b}, {(b, (true, ==
{[P101, on], [MV101, close]}), b)}, b) implements a sustained
test strategy. There is only ever one transition to fire (with a
condition that is always satisfied), and it utilises the capability
set {[P101, on], [MV101, close]} for SWaT, i.e. overriding the
configurations of pump P101 (to switch it on) and motorised
valve MV101 (to close it), sustaining this for the whole test.

Finally, let φ = [MV101, open] ∈ ∧ X == . The
rightmost transition system in Figure 3 then implements a
conditional strategy. For as long as the actual sensor reading
of LIT101 remains under 1000mm, no capabilities are used. As
soon as that threshold is crossed during SWaT’s operation, the
transition from c to d is fired, and a set of capabilities is used
that satisfies φ, i.e. includes at least the opening of motorised
valve MV101. Due to the global variable X in φ, that same set
of capabilities is used for the rest of the test, i.e. the looping
transition incident to d.

C. Tests

Next, we define tests, the specific sequence of manipulations
derived from a strategy. A test can be thought of as a run of
the system in which the transitions of a strategy are fired and
tracked in parallel. The key difference is that the capabilities
specified in strategies result in modified observation functions
and modified actuator commands, and thus the resulting se-
quence can contain control and physical states that would not
normally be observed in a run of the system.

We begin by defining how the utilisation of capabilities
modifies the observation functions and actuator commands of
systems. Given a CPS P and a capability set Y , the usage of
sensor capabilities in Y is reflected by a modified observation
function, θYP , defined the same as θP(x) for all x ∈ XP ,
but with elements ⟨s, v⟩ replaced by ⟨s, v′⟩ if [s, v′] ∈ Y .
Analogously, given a set of actuator configurations AP ∈ AP ,
the usage of actuator capabilities in Y is reflected by a
modified set of configurations, A

Y

P , obtained from AP by
replacing elements ⟨a, v⟩ with ⟨a, v′⟩ if [a, v′] ∈ Y .

Intuitively, a test is a sequence of synchronised steps be-
tween the control/physical states of the CPS and the states
of a strategy. If a transition in the strategy is labelled with
capabilities, they are utilised in the step directly. If instead it
is labelled with ⊢ φ, then any combination of capabilities that
satisfies φ is utilised.

Definition 8 (Test). Given a CPS P , a set of capabili-
ties Cap, and a strategy T , a test on P is a sequence
of the form (q0, x0, r0) →Y1 (q1, x1, r1) →Y2 · · · where
r0 = iT and each qi ∈ QP , xi ∈ XP , ri ∈ QT , and
Yi ∈ 2Cap. Furthermore, there is an assignment α such that
for every (qi−1, xi−1, ri−1) →Yi

(qi, xi, ri), there exists a
transition (ri−1, (γi, φi), ri) ∈ −→T with γ

xi−1

i = φYi,α
i =

true, δP(qi−1, θ
Yi

P (xi−1)) = (qi, AP), and dP(xi−1, A
Yi

P ) =
xi.

Given a CPS P , a strategy T , and a testing goal γg ∈
CondP , a successful test for γg is a finite test (q0, x0, iT ) →Y1

· · · →Yn (qn, xn, rn) such that γxn
g is true. When analysing a

successful test, it is helpful to be able to reason about the
capability history, i.e. the trace of capability sets utilised.
Given a test t = (q0, x0, r0) →Y1

(q1, x1, r1) →Y2
· · · ,

the capability history of t, denoted πt, is the corresponding
sequence of capability sets Y1Y2 · · · .

For a capability history πt = Y1Y2 · · · , we use the notation
πt[k..l] with 1 ≤ k ≤ l to denote the slice of πt from
position k to l inclusive, i.e. YkYk+1 · · ·Yl−1Yl. Furthermore,
we define CSet(πt) =

⋃
i∈{1,2,··· } Yi as the cumulative set of

all capabilities used in πt.

IV. IDENTIFYING EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF TESTS

In this section, we address the problem of identifying classes
of equivalent tests and performing online updates of strategies.

First, we propose a number of equivalence classes for
expressing different ways that two tests can be related. In
particular, we define classes based on the particular capabilities
used and the order in which they are applied. These specific
classes are defined to support our case study (SWaT), but in
general, can be defined according to the user’s needs.

Second, we show how a strategy can be updated to exclude
the possibility of deriving further tests from a given class.
Implementing this step provides testers (e.g. fuzzers) a mech-
anism by which subsequent tests can be diversified once a
given equivalence class is suitably covered.

A. Equivalence Classes

We propose three initial equivalence classes that characterise
some informal common understandings of what makes two
tests the ‘same’. In particular, whether two tests both use a
given (causal) subset of capabilities, whether they use exactly
the same ones, or whether they use them in the same order.

The first of our classes considers two successful tests
equivalent if the capabilities they used include a given subset,
regardless of the order or context of their application. This
equivalence class is particularly useful for our implemented
fuzzer (Section V-B), which is able to approximate the causal
capabilities of a test, and thus can treat any other test that also
uses them as equivalent.

Note that these initial equivalence classes were proposed af-
ter examining the existing benchmark of manually constructed
SWaT attacks [19] and forming an intuition as to when attacks
with the same goal (e.g. overflow a tank) were considered



distinct by the benchmark’s designers. For ICSs and CPSs
outside of the water domain, the user may need to define
different equivalence classes if the specific context requires
different criteria to distinguish two tests.

Definition 9 (Capability-set equivalence). Let t1, t2 denote
two successful tests for goal γg , and Y a set of capabilities.
We say that t1 and t2 are Y -set equivalent, denoted t1 ≃Y t2,
if t1 = t2, or Y ⊆ CSet(πt1) and Y ⊆ CSet(πt2).

A stronger version of this class considers two successful
tests to be equivalent if the tests utilised exactly the same
capabilities, regardless of when or how they were used.

Definition 10 (Strong capability-set equivalence). Let t1, t2
denote two successful tests for goal γg . We say that t1 and
t2 are strong capability-set equivalent, denoted t1 ≃ t2, if
CSet(πt1) = CSet(πt2).

Our third equivalence class considers two successful tests
to be equivalent if their capability histories are equal once
duplicate and trailing steps are removed. For example, suc-
cessful tests with histories PQQRPP and PPQRRP are
strong capability-order equivalent, as both contain the same
order of distinct sets—PQRP—when duplicates are removed.
Furthermore, if a successful test derives a sequence of distinct
sets with PQRP as its prefix (e.g. PQRPS), then that test
would be considered equivalent too.

Definition 11 (Strong capability-order equivalence). Let t1, t2
denote two successful tests for goal γg . We say that t1 and t2
are capability-order equivalent, denoted t1

→∼ t2, if COrd(πt1)
is a prefix of COrd(πt2) (or vice versa). Here, we inductively
define COrd(Y1Y2Y3 · · · ) = Y1 · COrd(YkYk+1 · · · ) where ·
denotes concatenation, k is chosen such that Y1 ̸= Yk, and
for every k′ in 1 < k′ < k, Y1 = Yk′ . For finite capability
histories, COrd terminates on the empty sequence.

As a notational convenience, for a given equivalence class
∼, we let [t]∼ denote the (potentially infinite) set {t′ | t′ ∼ t}.

B. Excluding Classes of Tests
Given a strategy T , a successful test t, and an equivalence

class ∼, our goal is to transform T into a new strategy in which
the same tests can be derived except for those equivalent to
t, i.e. in [t]∼. This mechanism allows fuzzers to diversify by
‘nudging’ the search towards tests that are not simply minor
permutations of t. Our algorithm involves two steps. First,
we construct a strategy Excl([t]∼) that can derive every test
excluding those that are equivalent to any in [t]∼. Second,
we construct a parallel composition T ∥ Excl([t]∼) of the
strategies to return a new one that characterises all of the tests
possible in T except for those belonging to [t]∼.

We present the construction of Excl([t]∼) for capability-set
equivalence (the others are available in the Appendix). In the
following, we use the notation L(T ) to denote the language
of all finite capability histories that can be derived from T .

Proposition 1 (Capability-set equivalence). Let t denote a
successful test on CPS P , and Y ⊆ CSet(πt) a set of
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<latexit sha1_base64="YRO6inUiTl+pCmLRhXOC1/Rvt9A=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5JUQY9FLx4r2A9oQthsNu3SzSbsboql9K948aCIV/+IN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcaZ0o7zbZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Mj+7jaUWkuCW2TlKeyF2JFORO0rZnmtJdJipOQ0244upv73TGViqXiUU8y6id4IFjMCNZGCuyqN46wGqIscD2Raia8ILBrTt1ZAK0TtyA1KNAK7C8vSkmeUKEJx0r1XSfT/hRLzQins4qXK5phMsID2jdU4IQqf7q4fYbOjRKhOJWmhEYL9ffEFCdKTZLQdCZYD9WqNxf/8/q5jm/8KRNZrqkgy0VxzpFO0TwIFDFJieYTQzCRzNyKyBBLTLSJq2JCcFdfXiedRt29rDcermrN2yKOMpzCGVyAC9fQhHtoQRsIPMEzvMKbNbNerHfrY9lasoqZE/gD6/MHrPaUNA==</latexit>

` p2 /2
<latexit sha1_base64="JaCMio8vw09LLbUkcYlIcyH7k/4=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5JUQY9FLx4r2A9oQthsNu3SzSbsToql9K948aCIV/+IN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSa4Bsf5tkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weGRfVzt6DRXlLVpKlLVC4lmgkvWBg6C9TLFSBIK1g1Hd3O/O2ZK81Q+wiRjfkIGksecEjBSYFe9cUT0EGdBw5MpcOkFgV1z6s4CeJ24BamhAq3A/vKilOYJk0AF0brvOhn4U6KAU8FmFS/XLCN0RAasb6gkCdP+dHH7DJ8bJcJxqkxJwAv198SUJFpPktB0JgSGetWbi/95/RziG3/KZZYDk3S5KM4FhhTPg8ARV4yCmBhCqOLmVkyHRBEKJq6KCcFdfXmddBp197LeeLiqNW+LOMroFJ2hC+Sia9RE96iF2oiiJ/SMXtGbNbNerHfrY9lasoqZE/QH1ucProKUNQ==</latexit>

Fig. 4. Constructing Excl([t]≃Y ) for capability set Y = {p1, p2}

b
<latexit sha1_base64="YJjhR7RY5hyNtVLBH/MerrmOQ7I=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlZtAvV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBE5LvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj+bHzolZ1YZkDBWtqQhc/X3REYjrSdRYDsjakZ62ZuJ/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZl9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx2ZRsCN7yy6ukXat6F9Va87JSv8njKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiDBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPxi+M6g==</latexit>

� ` ;
<latexit sha1_base64="qT8y/elSty6EnCKuUFdzBuwKHAQ=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbCwWQyCVbhTQUvRxjKCiULuCHObSbK4e3fszgVCSONfsbFQxNafYee/cZNcocYHA4/3ZpiZF2dKWvL9L29ufmFxaXlltbS2vrG5Vd7eadg0NwLrIlWpuY/BopIJ1kmSwvvMIOhY4V38cDX27/porEyTWxpkGGnoJrIjBZCTWuW9sAtaAw/7bbA9HqLOaGCRWuWKX/Un4LMkKEiFFai1yp9hOxW5xoSEAmubgZ9RNARDUigclcLcYgbiAbrYdDQBjTYaTh4Y8UOntHknNa4S4hP158QQtLUDHbtODdSzf72x+J/XzKlzHg1lkuWEiZgu6uSKU8rHafC2NChIDRwBYaS7lYseGBDkMiu5EIK/L8+SxnE1OKke35xWLi6LOFbYPjtgRyxgZ+yCXbMaqzPBRuyJvbBX79F79t6892nrnFfM7LJf8D6+Abb6ln0=</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="wqZLPcGml9Og5FDdUdFUNWEF4FE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlJu2XK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSrlW9i2qteVmp3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHxKuM6Q==</latexit>

¬� ` p3 62
<latexit sha1_base64="tBZyHwOQSvbv4oa6Yfuf6t2hFjA=">AAACB3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY+CDAbBU9hNBD0GvXiMYB6QXZbeySQZMjO7zMwGwpKbF3/FiwdFvPoL3vwbJ4+DJhY0FFXddHdFCWfauO63k1tb39jcym8Xdnb39g+Kh0dNHaeK0AaJeazaEWjKmaQNwwyn7URREBGnrWh4O/VbI6o0i+WDGSc0ENCXrMcIGCuFxVNf0r7fByEA+6Mu6AFOwqovY+Mz6YdhseSW3RnwKvEWpIQWqIfFL78bk1RQaQgHrTuem5ggA2UY4XRS8FNNEyBD6NOOpRIE1UE2+2OCz63Sxb1Y2ZIGz9TfExkIrccisp0CzEAve1PxP6+Tmt51kDGZpIZKMl/USzk2MZ6GgrtMUWL42BIgitlbMRmAAmJsdAUbgrf88ippVspetVy5vyzVbhZx5NEJOkMXyENXqIbuUB01EEGP6Bm9ojfnyXlx3p2PeWvOWcwcoz9wPn8Ak/mZHw==</latexit>

` p3 62
<latexit sha1_base64="crLsdCDaf7UzU/BPDfxB4iPDKbA=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oj16WSyCp5K0gh6LXjxWsK3QhLDZbNqlm92wuymEUP+KFw+KePWHePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aMKu0431ZlY3Nre6e6W9vbPzg8so9P+kpkEpMeFkzIxxApwignPU01I4+pJCgJGRmEk9u5P5gSqajgDzpPiZ+gEacxxUgbKbDr3jRCagzToO1xoT3KvSCwG07TWQCuE7ckDVCiG9hfXiRwlhCuMUNKDV0n1X6BpKaYkVnNyxRJEZ6gERkaylFClF8sjp/Bc6NEMBbSFNdwof6eKFCiVJ6EpjNBeqxWvbn4nzfMdHztF5SnmSYcLxfFGYNawHkSMKKSYM1yQxCW1NwK8RhJhLXJq2ZCcFdfXif9VtNtN1v3l43OTRlHFZyCM3ABXHAFOuAOdEEPYJCDZ/AK3qwn68V6tz6WrRWrnKmDP7A+fwBnY5Sc</latexit>

Fig. 5. Example test strategy T

capabilities. A strategy Excl([t]≃Y
) can be constructed such

that for every successful test t′ on P:

πt′ ∈ L(Excl([t]≃Y
)) if and only if t′ ̸∈ [t]≃Y

Construction. Suppose that Y = {y1, . . . , yn}. Then:

Excl([t]≃Y ) = ({q0, q1, . . . , qn},
{(q0, (true, (y1, . . . , yn ̸∈ )), q0)}

n⋃
i=1

{
(q0, (true, yi /∈ ), qi), (qi, (true, yi /∈ ), qi)

}
,

q0)

where q0, q1, . . . , qn are fresh strategy states.

For example, suppose that πt = PPPQQQPPP is the
history of a successful test t, where P = {p1} and Q =
{p1, p2}. Let Y = {p1, p2}. Then Excl([t]≃Y

) is as depicted
in Figure 4. Intuitively, the strategy characterises three types
of tests: those in which p1 and p2 are never used; those in
which p1 is used at least once but p2 never is; and those in
which p2 is used at least once but p1 never is. In particular,
the strategy excludes any tests in which both p1 and p2 are
used at some point (whether together or separately), i.e. the
class of all tests that are Y -set equivalent to t.

Next, we define a parallel composition operator ∥ for strate-
gies. In particular, it allows us to construct T ∥ Excl([t]∼),
i.e. a strategy allowing all of the tests of T except those
equivalent to t under ∼.

Definition 12 (Strategy composition). Let P denote a CPS.
Suppose that T1, T2 are strategies for P with disjoint variables
and QT1

∩ QT2
= ∅. Then the composition of the strategies,

denoted T1 ∥ T2, is the tuple (QT1
×QT2

,−→T1∥T2
, (iT1

, iT2
))

where:

−→T1∥T2
= {((qi, rk), (γ1 ∧ γ2, φ1 ∧ φ2), (qj , rl))

| (qi, (γ1, φ1), qj) ∈ −→T1

∧ (rk, (γ2, φ2), rl) ∈ −→T2
}

To illustrate, consider the strategy T of Figure 5, in which
any capability (except p3) may be used as soon as some sensor
condition γ no longer holds. Suppose that ∅∅∅PPQQQQ is
the history of a successful test πt ∈ L(T ), where P = {p1}



(a, q0)
<latexit sha1_base64="BY5WU9WDScLkwXFm2HPlpoTu42c=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNiNgh6DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzM6uM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhQ8epYlhnsYhVK6AaBZdYN9wIbCUKaRQIbAbD26nffEKleSwfzChBP6J9yUPOqLFSs0TPH7vuWbdQdMvuDGSZeBkpQoZat/DV6cUsjVAaJqjWbc9NjD+mynAmcJLvpBoTyoa0j21LJY1Q++PZuRNyapUeCWNlSxoyU39PjGmk9SgKbGdEzUAvelPxP6+dmvDaH3OZpAYlmy8KU0FMTKa/kx5XyIwYWUKZ4vZWwgZUUWZsQnkbgrf48jJpVMreRblyf1ms3mRx5OAYTqAEHlxBFe6gBnVgMIRneIU3J3FenHfnY9664mQzR/AHzucP6YiOog==</latexit>

(b, q1)
<latexit sha1_base64="JUbDHT1YWysso4pKlzhEF413fuM=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNiNgh6DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzM6uM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhQ8epYlhnsYhVK6AaBZdYN9wIbCUKaRQIbAbD26nffEKleSwfzChBP6J9yUPOqLFSsxScP3a9s26h6JbdGcgy8TJShAy1buGr04tZGqE0TFCt256bGH9MleFM4CTfSTUmlA1pH9uWShqh9sezcyfk1Co9EsbKljRkpv6eGNNI61EU2M6ImoFe9Kbif147NeG1P+YySQ1KNl8UpoKYmEx/Jz2ukBkxsoQyxe2thA2ooszYhPI2BG/x5WXSqJS9i3Ll/rJYvcniyMExnEAJPLiCKtxBDerAYAjP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox7x1xclmjuAPnM8f7JaOpA==</latexit>

(b, q2)
<latexit sha1_base64="iA+Ji96PQYiahRs0e42YL91MdMc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBAiSNiNgh6DXjxGMA9IljA76U2GzM6uM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhQ8epYlhnsYhVK6AaBZdYN9wIbCUKaRQIbAbD26nffEKleSwfzChBP6J9yUPOqLFSsxScP3YrZ91C0S27M5Bl4mWkCBlq3cJXpxezNEJpmKBatz03Mf6YKsOZwEm+k2pMKBvSPrYtlTRC7Y9n507IqVV6JIyVLWnITP09MaaR1qMosJ0RNQO96E3F/7x2asJrf8xlkhqUbL4oTAUxMZn+TnpcITNiZAllittbCRtQRZmxCeVtCN7iy8ukUSl7F+XK/WWxepPFkYNjOIESeHAFVbiDGtSBwRCe4RXenMR5cd6dj3nripPNHMEfOJ8/7huOpQ==</latexit>

(b, q0)
<latexit sha1_base64="CgcZbWFLw2V0LIfA6XgTLuf9rZg=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpTdKuix6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNzSbbJCuUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmlomitAGkVyqdoA15UzQhmGG03asKI4CTlvB6G7mt56o0kyKRzOJqR/hgWAhI9hYqV0OLtC45573iiW34s6BVomXkRJkqPeKX92+JElEhSEca93x3Nj4KVaGEU6nhW6iaYzJCA9ox1KBI6r9dH7vFJ1ZpY9CqWwJg+bq74kUR1pPosB2RtgM9bI3E//zOokJb/yUiTgxVJDFojDhyEg0ex71maLE8IklmChmb0VkiBUmxkZUsCF4yy+vkma14l1Wqg9XpdptFkceTuAUyuDBNdTgHurQAAIcnuEV3pyx8+K8Ox+L1pyTzRzDHzifP0HGjs0=</latexit>

� ` ;
<latexit sha1_base64="qT8y/elSty6EnCKuUFdzBuwKHAQ=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbCwWQyCVbhTQUvRxjKCiULuCHObSbK4e3fszgVCSONfsbFQxNafYee/cZNcocYHA4/3ZpiZF2dKWvL9L29ufmFxaXlltbS2vrG5Vd7eadg0NwLrIlWpuY/BopIJ1kmSwvvMIOhY4V38cDX27/porEyTWxpkGGnoJrIjBZCTWuW9sAtaAw/7bbA9HqLOaGCRWuWKX/Un4LMkKEiFFai1yp9hOxW5xoSEAmubgZ9RNARDUigclcLcYgbiAbrYdDQBjTYaTh4Y8UOntHknNa4S4hP158QQtLUDHbtODdSzf72x+J/XzKlzHg1lkuWEiZgu6uSKU8rHafC2NChIDRwBYaS7lYseGBDkMiu5EIK/L8+SxnE1OKke35xWLi6LOFbYPjtgRyxgZ+yCXbMaqzPBRuyJvbBX79F79t6892nrnFfM7LJf8D6+Abb6ln0=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="O8U4FjRlhUbwnTjY9jU2rP9Lask=">AAACDXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAUXUmZ8L4tuXFawD+gMw51M2oYmmSHJFErpD7jxV9y4UMSte3f+jeljoa0H7uVwzr0k90QpZ9q47rezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dms6yRShVZLwRDUi0JQzSauGGU4bqaIgIk7rUfd25Nd7VGmWyAfTT2kgoC1ZixEwVgoLh76kbb8NQoDfi0F3cBp6J7adYV8mxmcS+2FYKLoldww8T7wpKaIpKmHhy48TkgkqDeGgddNzUxMMQBlGOB3m/UzTFEgX2rRpqQRBdTAYXzPER1aJcStRtqTBY/X3xgCE1n0R2UkBpqNnvZH4n9fMTOs6GDCZZoZKMnmolXFsEjyKBsdMUWJ43xIgitm/YtIBBcTYAPM2BG/25HlSOy15l6WL+/Ni+WYaRw7towN0jDx0hcroDlVQFRH0iJ7RK3pznpwX5935mIwuONOdPfQHzucP4KeazQ==</latexit>¬� ` p1, p3 62

<latexit sha1_base64="Pa3nYlW5xjcl99TNoQFH5PFjA/A=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2g0FIIWE3PsugjWUE84BsWO5OJsmQmdllZjYQQn7Bxl+xsVDE1s7Ov3HyKDTxwIXDOfdy7z1Rwpk2nvftZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3T13/6Cm41QRWiUxj1UjAk05k7RqmOG0kSgKIuK0HvVvJ359QJVmsXwww4S2BHQl6zACxkqhWwgk7eKgC0IADgZt0D2chP5pEpZsneFAxiZgMghDN+8VvSnwMvHnJI/mqITuV9COSSqoNISD1k3fS0xrBMowwuk4F6SaJkD60KVNSyUIqluj6UdjfGKVNu7EypY0eKr+nhiB0HooItspwPT0ojcR//Oaqelct0ZMJqmhkswWdVKOTYwn8eA2U5QYPrQEiGL2Vkx6oIAYG2LOhuAvvrxMaqWif1m8uD/Pl2/mcWTRETpGBeSjK1RGd6iCqoigR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox6w148xnDtEfOJ8/ZpCcIg==</latexit>¬� ` p1, p2, p3 62

<latexit sha1_base64="6AEk1a5YqwZ8Yjz8wOf9WHWNvjw=">AAACD3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVxIWWmPpdFNy4r2Ad0ynAnTdvQJDMkmUIp/QM3/oobF4q4devOvzF9LLT1wL0czrmX5J4o4Uwbz/t2MkvLK6tr2fXcxubW9o67u1fVcaoIrZCYx6oegaacSVoxzHBaTxQFEXFai3q3Y7/Wp0qzWD6YQUKbAjqStRkBY6XQPQ4k7eCgA0IADvot0F2chMVT285wIGMTMImDMHTzXsGbAC8Sf0byaIZy6H4FrZikgkpDOGjd8L3ENIegDCOcjnJBqmkCpAcd2rBUgqC6OZzcM8JHVmnhdqxsSYMn6u+NIQitByKykwJMV897Y/E/r5Ga9nVzyGSSGirJ9KF2yrGJ8Tgc3GKKEsMHlgBRzP4Vky4oIMZGmLMh+PMnL5JqseBfFi7uz/Olm1kcWXSADtEJ8tEVKqE7VEYVRNAjekav6M15cl6cd+djOppxZjv76A+czx+ayZsi</latexit>¬� ` p2, p3 62

<latexit sha1_base64="2nkVABJfqvE12GE3sNyN/3ZC2zg=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXe6CRbBhZSZ+lwW3bisYB/QGYZMJtOGZpIhyRRKKbjxV9y4UMStP+HOvzFtZ6GtB+7lcM69JPeEKaNKO863VVhaXlldK66XNja3tnfs3b2mEpnEpIEFE7IdIkUY5aShqWaknUqCkpCRVti/nfitAZGKCv6ghynxE9TlNKYYaSMF9oE3iJDqwTSonpp2Bj0utEc59ILALjsVZwq4SNyclEGOemB/eZHAWUK4xgwp1XGdVPsjJDXFjIxLXqZIinAfdUnHUI4SovzR9IYxPDZKBGMhTXENp+rvjRFKlBomoZlMkO6peW8i/ud1Mh1f+yPK00wTjmcPxRmDWsBJIDCikmDNhoYgLKn5K8Q9JBHWJraSCcGdP3mRNKsV97JycX9ert3kcRTBITgCJ8AFV6AG7kAdNAAGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj9lowcp39sEfWJ8/9XaWdQ==</latexit>` p2, p3 62

<latexit sha1_base64="2nkVABJfqvE12GE3sNyN/3ZC2zg=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXe6CRbBhZSZ+lwW3bisYB/QGYZMJtOGZpIhyRRKKbjxV9y4UMStP+HOvzFtZ6GtB+7lcM69JPeEKaNKO863VVhaXlldK66XNja3tnfs3b2mEpnEpIEFE7IdIkUY5aShqWaknUqCkpCRVti/nfitAZGKCv6ghynxE9TlNKYYaSMF9oE3iJDqwTSonpp2Bj0utEc59ILALjsVZwq4SNyclEGOemB/eZHAWUK4xgwp1XGdVPsjJDXFjIxLXqZIinAfdUnHUI4SovzR9IYxPDZKBGMhTXENp+rvjRFKlBomoZlMkO6peW8i/ud1Mh1f+yPK00wTjmcPxRmDWsBJIDCikmDNhoYgLKn5K8Q9JBHWJraSCcGdP3mRNKsV97JycX9ert3kcRTBITgCJ8AFV6AG7kAdNAAGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj9lowcp39sEfWJ8/9XaWdQ==</latexit>` p2, p3 62

<latexit sha1_base64="szVprDPZwYgQCx1WfGcIJzwtSzA=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSK4kDLje1l047KCfUBnGDKZTBuaSYYkUyhDwY2/4saFIm79CXf+jWk7C209cC+Hc+4luSdMGVXacb6thcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W0qkUlMGlgwIdshUoRRThqaakbaqSQoCRlphf3bsd8aEKmo4A96mBI/QV1OY4qRNlJg73uDCKkeTAP3xLQz6HGhPcqhFwR2xak6E8B54hakAgrUA/vLiwTOEsI1Zkipjuuk2s+R1BQzMip7mSIpwn3UJR1DOUqI8vPJDSN4ZJQIxkKa4hpO1N8bOUqUGiahmUyQ7qlZbyz+53UyHV/7OeVppgnH04fijEEt4DgQGFFJsGZDQxCW1PwV4h6SCGsTW9mE4M6ePE+ap1X3snpxf16p3RRxlMABOATHwAVXoAbuQB00AAaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2P6eiCVezsgT+wPn8A8+KWdA==</latexit>` p1, p3 62

<latexit sha1_base64="szVprDPZwYgQCx1WfGcIJzwtSzA=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSK4kDLje1l047KCfUBnGDKZTBuaSYYkUyhDwY2/4saFIm79CXf+jWk7C209cC+Hc+4luSdMGVXacb6thcWl5ZXV0lp5fWNza9ve2W0qkUlMGlgwIdshUoRRThqaakbaqSQoCRlphf3bsd8aEKmo4A96mBI/QV1OY4qRNlJg73uDCKkeTAP3xLQz6HGhPcqhFwR2xak6E8B54hakAgrUA/vLiwTOEsI1Zkipjuuk2s+R1BQzMip7mSIpwn3UJR1DOUqI8vPJDSN4ZJQIxkKa4hpO1N8bOUqUGiahmUyQ7qlZbyz+53UyHV/7OeVppgnH04fijEEt4DgQGFFJsGZDQxCW1PwV4h6SCGsTW9mE4M6ePE+ap1X3snpxf16p3RRxlMABOATHwAVXoAbuQB00AAaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2P6eiCVezsgT+wPn8A8+KWdA==</latexit>` p1, p3 62
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Fig. 6. Composition T ∥ Excl([t]≃Y ) for capability set Y = {p1, p2}

and Q = {p1, p2}. Let Y = {p1, p2}. Suppose that we want
to find tests that are not Y -set equivalent to t (perhaps, for
example, because p1, p2 are causal; see Section V-B).

First, we construct Excl([t]≃Y
) in Figure 4, which char-

acterises all tests that are not Y -set equivalent. Then, we
compose the strategies together, i.e. T ∥ Excl([t]≃Y

). Fig-
ure 6 depicts the result (with some simplifications), a strategy
characterising all the same tests as T except for those that
are Y -set equivalent to a. Note that ∅∅∅PPQQQQ can no
longer be derived as there are no paths allowing both p1 and
p2; however, a test such as ∅∅PPPPP can still be derived,
as this is not Y -set equivalent to t (and thus is ‘different’
under this equivalence class). Note that the capability p3 was
forbidden in T , and remains forbidden in the composition.

Theorem 1 (Composition). Let P denote a CPS, T a strategy,
and t a successful test on P such that t ∈ L(T ). For every
equivalence class ∼ and successful test t′ on P:

πt′ ∈ L(T ∥ Excl([t]∼)) iff πt′ ∈ L(T ) ∧ t′ ̸∈ [t]∼

A proof is given in the Appendix.

V. FINDING DIFFERENT TESTS BY GUIDED FUZZING

Next, we show how our formalism can be combined with
guided fuzzing approaches to automatically derive a set of
mutually non-equivalent tests from an initial strategy.

Our overall fuzzing approach is summarised in Figure 1 and
Algorithm 1: given some CPS P (e.g. the SWaT testbed), a
strategy T , a goal γg (e.g. cause an overflow in tank T101), and
an equivalence class ∼ (e.g. strong capability-set equivalence),
our fuzzing algorithm will find and return a set of tests that
are all mutually non-equivalent under ∼.

The first step of the algorithm is to plan a finite sequence of
transitions (a ‘walk’) from strategy T to fire on CPS P . This
plan can be derived in a number of ways (e.g. randomly),
but we use a more intelligent approach which we describe
separately in Section V-A. We aim to derive a sequence of
transitions from T predicted to achieve the goal γg on P .

Once a plan is obtained, the fuzzer proceeds to fire the
transitions one-by-one, utilising the capabilities of each tran-
sition for the given time interval τP . The test t consists of the
sequence of control and physical states of P that result from
firing those transitions, with the sequence terminating when

Algorithm 1: Overall Guided Fuzzing Approach
Input: CPS P ; strategy T ; goal γg , equivalence class ∼
Output: Set of distinct tests for γg

1 Let tests := {};
2 repeat
3 Derive a sequence of transitions w = tr1tr2 · · · trn from T where

tri = (ri−1, (γi, == Yi), ri); [Alg. 2]
4 Let q0, x0 denote the current control/physical states of P ;
5 Let t := (q0, x0, r0);
6 Let i := 1;
7 while i ≤ |w| do
8 Utilise capabilities Yi on P for τP seconds;
9 Let qi, xi denote the current control/physical states of P ;

10 if γxi
i then

11 t := t →Yi
(qi, xi, ri);

12 i := i + 1;

13 else
14 i := |w| + 1;

15 if t is successful for γg then
16 if causal fuzzing enabled then
17 t := tmin; [Alg. 3]

18 tests := tests ∪ t;
19 T := T ∥ Excl([t]∼);

20 until timeout;
21 return tests;

either the final transition of the plan is fired, or when the next
transition has a sensor condition that the physical state does not
satisfy. The test t is successful if γg is true of the final physical
state, in which case t is added to the set of tests returned by
the fuzzing algorithm. (If causal fuzzing is enabled, non-causal
capabilities are pruned first—see Section V-B.)

Before the main loop of the algorithm is repeated, the test
strategy T is updated according to the algorithms of Section IV
so as to ensure that the next test identified is not equivalent.

A. Searching for a Potential Test

A key step of our overall fuzzing algorithm (Alg. 1, Line 3)
is deriving a walk from a strategy, i.e. planning a finite
sequence of transitions from a strategy T to fire on the real
system. In general, strategies are nondeterministic, so there
are many potential sequences: some states may have multiple
outgoing transitions, and there may be _-labelled transitions in
which different combinations of capabilities can be used. As
the search space is large, we propose an intelligent approach
that searches for a walk predicted to achieve the test goal γg .

Our approach for generating a plan is given in Algorithm 2.
Given a CPS P , strategy T , objective function fγg

, and
prediction model MP , the algorithm returns a sequence of
transitions (a ‘walk’) in T that is predicted to maximise fγg .
Here, fγg

: SP → R is some function that maps the sensor
readings of P to a number, such that the larger that number is,
the ‘closer’ the physical state is to satisfying γg . While these
objective functions must be defined, for our purposes, they
are typically quite simple (see the Appendix). Furthermore,
the algorithm requires a model MP : SP × AP → SP that
can predict how the current sensor readings will evolve over
a given time period τP relative to some intended actuator
commands. This model could be in the form of a simulator
for P , or it could be a machine learning model (e.g. a neural
network) that was trained on some data logs [15], [16], [25].



Algorithm 2: Find a Potential Test from a Strategy
Input: CPS P ; strategy T ; objective function fγg ; prediction model MP
Output: Sequence of transitions w

1 Let walks := ⟨⟩; [empty sequence]
2 Let scores := ⟨⟩;
3 repeat
4 From iT , generate finite random walk tr1tr2 · · · trn over transitions

tri in T ;
5 Replace φi in each tri with Yi for some Yi satisfying φi;
6 walks := walks.append(tr1tr2 · · · trn);
7 until timeout;
8 Let S0, A0 denote P’s current sensor/actuator values;
9 foreach w ∈ walks do

10 Let S := S0;
11 Let i = 1;
12 while i < |w| do
13 Let Ai denote the actuator commands resulting from Yi;
14 S := MP(S,Ai);
15 i := i + 1;

16 scores.append(fγg (MP(S,A|w|)));

17 Select a walk w from walks using roulette wheel selection with
corresponding scores in scores;

18 return walk w;

Intuitively, the algorithm begins by generating a large num-
ber of completely random finite walks through the strategy
T . Following this, the algorithm processes each random walk
in turn, predicting the sensor readings that would result from
actually firing the transitions relative to the current state of
the CPS. This final prediction is achieved by applying the
model MP to each transition in turn, and then applying
the objective function fγg

to the final state. The higher the
number, the ‘closer’ the predicted effects of the walk are to
achieving the testing goal. Rather than simply returning the
walk with the highest score, we choose one using roulette
wheel selection [26] in order to ensure diversity in the tests.

B. Causally Different Tests

Thus far, our equivalence classes have not taken into account
the causality of capability usages. For example, a test that uses
capabilities Y and a test that uses capabilities Y ∪ {p} (with
p ̸∈ Y ) would be considered different under strong capability-
set equivalence, even if p is totally irrelevant to the test’s
success (e.g. it modifies an actuator in an unrelated stage).

Our solution here is for equivalence classes to consider
only those events that were causal for the test’s success. As
computing the exact causal set is NP-complete in general [27],
[28], we propose an algorithm to efficiently approximate it.
In particular, given a successful test, our algorithm prunes
capability usages from it that are non-causal. To assess
causality, we analyse counterfactual conditionals of the form
“if p did not occur, then γg would not be achieved”, by
systematically replaying the test with individual capabilities
removed. Depending on the CPS P involved, this replay can
be performed on the system itself, or by using the prediction
model MP from the previous steps (i.e. either a learnt model
or a high-fidelity simulator).

We can formalise this notion of ‘replaying’ a test
as a strategy. Given a test t with capability history
πt = Y1Y2 · · ·Yn, the replay strategy for πt is Tπt =
({s0, . . . , sn}, {tr1, . . . , trn, tr∅}, s0), where each tri =

` Y
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Fig. 7. Example of a replay strategy

Algorithm 3: Approximating the Causal Capabilities
Input: Successful test t for γg

Output: Pruned successful test tmin for γg

1 Let tmin := t;
2 Let causal := {};
3 repeat
4 Pick y, k, l where πtmin

[k..l] is a maximal slice of equal capability
sets, y is a capability in the set, and ⟨y, k, l⟩ /∈ causal;

5 if y is causal in πtmin
from k to l then

6 causal := causal ∪ {⟨y, k, l⟩};

7 else
8 Let tmin denote the counterexample; [Def. 13]

9 until Line 4 fails;
10 return tmin;

(si−1, (true, == Yi), si) and tr∅ = (sn, (true, ==
∅), sn). Figure 7, for example, depicts the replay strat-
egy constructed from a history πt = Y Y Y for Y =
{[P101, on], [MV101, close]}.

The following definition formalises our notion of causality
in a successful test for γg . In particular, the usage of a
capability p across a given range of positions is causal if
removing p from those positions would mean the resulting test
no longer satisfies γg . This is assessed using replay strategies
in which p has been removed.

Definition 13 (Causal capability). Let t = (q0, x0, r0) →Y1

· · · denote a successful test for γg with capability history πt =
Y1Y2 · · ·Yn. Given a capability y and indices k, l such that
1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n, we say that y is causal in πt from k to l if
there does not exist a successful test for γg from q0, x0 using
replay strategy Tπt\⟨y,k,l⟩. If such a test from q0, x0 exists, we
call it the counterexample. Note that the sequence πt \⟨y, k, l⟩
is obtained from πt by substituting Yi \ {y} for Yi across
k ≤ i ≤ l.

With these concepts defined, Algorithm 3 describes a linear-
time approximation procedure that takes a successful test t for
γg and returns a successful test tmin for γg in which non-causal
capability usages have been removed. The algorithm operates
by repeatedly identifying a maximal subsequence of equal,
repeated capability set usages, and replaying the test with a
specific capability removed from each of the sets in that sub-
sequence. For example, for a sequence PPPQ with p ∈ P ,
the algorithm may replay the sequence P ′P ′P ′Q where P ′ =
P \ {p}. If the test goal is still met, the capability usage was
not causal and can be pruned; if it is not, then it is recorded as
causal and other subsequences of capabilities are tested. When
no remaining capability can be pruned, the test is returned.

Proposition 2 (Over-approximation of causal capabilities).
Given a successful test t for γg , Algorithm 3 returns a test con-
taining an over-approximation of its causal capabilities.



This is evident given that capabilities are only removed if there
exist counterexamples to them being causal. The algorithm’s
complexity is linear in the number of events in the trace.

Finally, to ensure that Algorithm 1 finds causally differ-
ent tests, we replace t with tmin (Line 17), and then use
CSet(πtmin)-equivalence as our equivalence class when updat-
ing T (Line 19). This ensures that any other tests identified by
the algorithm are not based on the same causal manipulations.

VI. EVALUATION ON SWAT
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our formal-

isation and guided fuzzing approach with respect to SWaT, a
real-world testbed representative of ICSs in the water domain.
In particular, we ask:

RQ1: How many different tests can our approach automat-
ically find for each testing goal?

RQ2: Does causal fuzzing effectively prune minor permu-
tations of otherwise equivalent tests?

RQ3: How long does it take to find these tests?
RQ4: Does causal fuzzing generate a more diverse set of

tests than the SWaT benchmark?
Through this evaluation, we aim to judge whether our formal
approach can really scale to a complex and real-world critical
infrastructure system from the water domain.

Our programs are available online [24], and details of the
implementation of our algorithms for SWaT are available in
the Appendix.

Experiment #1: RQ1. Our first experiment assessed how
many different tests for SWaT our algorithms can find accord-
ing to two of our equivalence classes: strong capability-set
equivalence, and strong capability-order equivalence. These
classes only take into account patterns of capability usages:
they do not consider the causality of individual manipulations,
the importance of which is explored in our second experiment.

To achieve this, we initialised our implementation of the
algorithm on a ‘universal’ test strategy, i.e. a single node
incident to a transition permitting any capability usages. We
ran our program for one minute per goal (i.e. per unsafe state)
and equivalence class, using the SWaT simulator as our pre-
diction model for Algorithm 2, randomly generating an initial
configuration each time within normal operational ranges. For
test goals concerning all sensors except the LITs, we set the
time interval τP as 15s, as the changes take effect very quickly
(no longer than 15s in preliminary experimentation). Given the
size of tanks, it takes somewhat longer to effect changes on
the LIT readings. Thus, we chose a separate time interval of
10 minutes for test goals concerning the LITs. Note that we
do not mix different time intervals in a single test: the value of
τP is selected according to the test goal, and applied for each
capability usage in the test. (Future work could generalise this
in the formal model, perhaps facilitating equivalence classes
defined with respect to time.)

This value of τP was determined in a simple pre-study:
we randomly generated an initial configuration within the
SWaT simulator’s normal operational ranges, searched for a
combination of actuators predicted to drive the LIT sensor to

an unsafe state, then set that combination in the simulator
and ran it 100 times, recording the median time taken to
reach the unsafe state. We found that no sensor required more
than 30 minutes, and with three transitions per walk (see the
Appendix), this suggested a time interval of 10 minutes. Note
that as part of this pre-study, we recreated one run per test goal
on the physical testbed to validate the time intervals identified
by experimenting on the simulator.

Our results are given in the first two rows of Table I. We
found that our implementation was able to quickly generate
large numbers of effective tests (as predicted by the simulator)
for every test goal, with each test distinct according to the
equivalence class definition used. As mentioned before, these
equivalence classes are non-causal, defined only over patterns
of the capabilities present, meaning that minor permutations
of the same test are not filtered out. Our next experiment con-
siders whether our causal-aware fuzzing solves this problem.

Experiment #2: RQ2–3. Our second experiment assesses
how many causally different tests for SWaT our algorithm can
find, and how much additional time our causality approxima-
tion adds in comparison to Experiment #1. In particular, we
searched for new tests on the basis of our Y -set equivalence
class, where Y is taken to be the set of causal events in the
test (as approximated by Algorithm 3). As for our previous
experiment, we started with a ‘universal’ test strategy that
could derive any possible combination of capabilities.

First, we used our program to search for a single test t
predicted to achieve the test goal. We then applied Algo-
rithm 3 to approximate the causal capabilities, pruning out
all others to get tmin. For all non-LIT goals, we performed
this approximation directly on the testbed. Due to the time
requirements for LIT goals, we implemented those causality
tests using the simulator (on a random initial state within
normal operational ranges), except for the final minimised
sequence which was tested and verified on the real system.
Next, we parallel composed the strategy with Excl([t]≃Y

),
where Y is taken as CSet(πtmin

). We repeated this process for
the next test found, which was guaranteed by our formalisation
not to contain this causal set of capabilities.

Our results are presented in the third row of Table I, and
reflect the total number of tests that could be found based on
different causality sets of capabilities. For each non-LIT goal,
the causality approximation algorithm took up to an hour per
test to complete on the testbed. For each LIT goal, in which the
final step was run on the testbed but others on the simulator,
the approximation took 10 minutes per test.

The number of different tests represents a significant reduc-
tion from those of the non-causal experiment, and illustrates
the power of causality-based equivalence classes in reducing
the search space. In fact, we found that 100% of the tests
from the previous experiment utilised at least one of the
causality sets identified in this one, meaning that they were
minor permutations of the key manipulations that made the
test succeed. The only exception was DPIT301-Low (∗), for
which 97% of the tests utilised one of the three causality sets.
We believe that this was due to a poorer prediction model



TABLE I
RESULTS: NUMBER OF DIFFERENT TESTS (ACCORDING TO EQUIVALENCE CLASS) FOUND FOR EACH TESTING GOAL
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Non- Strong capability-set equivalence 34,019 30,034 38,890 23,659 29,853 37,013 42,355 51,902 7,713 41,091 54,109 41,023 41,001 16,265 41,045 56,834∗
Causal Strong capability-order equivalence 40,199 28,100 34,191 19,908 27,118 44,213 54,239 56,122 10,902 46,124 54,213 49,008 42,123 23,455 44,214 59,901∗

Causal Causal-set equivalence 3 6 2 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 3
Other SWaT dataset/benchmark 2 1 — 1 — 1 — — — — — — — — — —

for the sensor in our simulator, although the 3% of tests still
pushed the sensor reading towards the testing goal.

The approximated causality sets are given in the Appendix.
Upon manual inspection, we found these approximations to
be exact in all cases. We note that for some test goals, some
causality sets are subsets of others (e.g. for LIT301-High). The
reason for this is due to the initial configuration of the system
that the test is launched in: some tests based on those causal
sets will only succeed when the water tanks are at certain
levels (e.g. close to unsafe ranges).

Our approach avoids generating causally equivalent tests for
SWaT, pruning the test suite by 4 orders of magnitude, and is
practically implemented with a linear-time approximation.

Note that for other systems, one may wish to generate multiple
tests for each equivalence class. This could be achieved by
triggering the strategy update only after certain thresholds
(e.g. after generating n number of tests for a given class).
Due to resource limitations, we do not evaluate this alternative
approach for SWaT.

Experiment #3: RQ4. Finally, we assessed whether causal
fuzzing led to tests that achieve better coverage/diversity than
existing CPS fuzzers [15] and the SWaT benchmark [19], [20]
(Section II) by counting the number of tests that had the goal
of driving a sensor into an unsafe range. We chose the latter
as our benchmark as it is the most extensive publicly available
dataset for the SWaT testbed, and has become established as
a baseline in the critical infrastructure community (cited over
300 times since 2016, and downloaded by researchers in 82
countries [20].)

As shown in Table I, none of the tests in the benchmark
target the unsafe states of the FITs or DPIT, covering only the
unsafe states of LITs. Even limited to LITs, our causal fuzzer
still has more coverage/diversity: the benchmark does not
contain tests for the LIT401 (High) and LIT301 (Low) ranges,
and contains only 1–2 tests for the others. We note, however,
that some of the tests in the benchmark are incomparable to
ours as they do not target the manipulation of a physical state,
but rather just spoof a sensor (without physical effects); causal
fuzzing focuses only on tests that cause physical changes.

With the CPS fuzzer of [15], we are only able to find
one causally distinct test per each of our 16 test goals. This
is explained by its search approach, which is always guided
towards the ‘simplest’ causal capabilities. Thus, across these
goals, causal fuzzing finds 106% more causally different tests.

Causal fuzzing found 106% more causally dif-
ferent tests for SWaT than the most comparable
CPS fuzzer.

Threats to Validity. While SWaT is a fully operational
testbed, it is not as large as the plants it is based on,
meaning our results may not scale-up (this is difficult to assess
due to strict confidentiality). Furthermore, due to practical
constraints, our causality analysis (Algorithm 3) is partially
evaluated on the simulator (although the final results are all
validated on the actual testbed). As a result, the success of a
test may depend on the starting state/time: occasionally, the
system may not reach the unsafe state even for causal events,
thus causal events might be removed. This could be addressed
with a weaker requirement for being causal, e.g. an event could
be considered causal as long as there is a physical state change
towards the test goal.

We remark that our evaluation has focused on a real-world
ICS in the water domain. While our formalisms and algorithms
were designed with generality in mind, the results of these
experiments may not generalise to different kinds of CPSs
(e.g. drones). This should be explored in future work.

VII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we highlight how our approach relates to
other works involving fuzzing and test generation for CPSs
and ICSs in particular. While fuzzing has been applied to these
kinds of systems before, the aims are often quite different
(e.g. to find bugs in network protocols) in comparison to
ours, which is to provide a formal causality-guided way of
diversifying the test suite of an ICS.

Our approach was motivated by problems observed in the
original ‘CPS fuzzers’ developed in our previous work [15],
[16]. For example, in [15], a genetic algorithm is used to find
actuator configurations of SWaT that were predicted to drive
the system into unsafe physical states. The search attempts
to find some test of this kind as quickly as possible, which
in practice means that it will usually return the same test
for a given goal (typically the ‘simplest’ test, but perhaps
with some random non-causal manipulations as a result of
the optimisation). Our new fuzzer avoids this problem by
determining the causal manipulations and excluding the entire
class of causally equivalent classes from the search space,
ensuring that multiple causally different tests can be found
for a given goal (see e.g. Table I). We also found more tests
than the active learning-based fuzzer we proposed in [16],
although a direct comparison here is less fair as it focused



on manipulating low-level network packets (i.e. bit-vectors)
rather than high-level actuator commands.

Other CPS fuzzers are more domain-specific, focusing on
finding bugs in code or protocols, rather than sensor/actuator
manipulations. CyFuzz [29], for example, tests CPS tool
chain components that have been implemented in Simulink
by randomly generating input models. DeepFuzzSL [30] goes
further by guiding the generation with a neural network.
Fuzzing has also been applied to specific protocols in CPSs,
e.g. network protocols in order to test their intrusion detection
systems (e.g. [31]). Our work differs in that subsequent phases
of test generation adapt to ensure causally equivalent classes
of tests are excluded from the search.

Several works have applied the concept of causality for
security analyses of CPSs. In [32], Moradi et al. employed
a STRIDE model as a reference for classifying attacks. While
not explicitly built upon causality, their STRIDE model has a
certain form of in-built causality. In [33], Zhang et al. applies
causal models (defined based on maximum information coeffi-
cients and transfer entropy) to trace and detect ICS anomalies.
Outside the domain of CPSs, causality has been increasingly
applied to analyse or explain complex systems including in
AI [34]–[36]. In contrast to these works, we use causality as
a way to ensure diversity from our fuzzer.

Several authors have investigated the falsification of CPS
specifications. Given a CPS and a formal specification (e.g. in
some temporal logic), the idea is to search for counterexamples
that violate the specification. Tools such as S-TaLiRo [37]
use stochastic search methods to find simulation traces that
minimise a global robustness metric. Yamagata et al. [38] also
attempt to minimise how robustly specifications are satisfied
but drive the search using deep reinforcement learning. The
tests found by our work could be considered as similar to
the counterexamples of these works, although otherwise our
approach is quite different. Our approach may combine to help
find causally different ways of violating the same specification.

Outside of ICSs and CPSs, many fuzzers are available
for testing software, e.g. [39]–[43]. A common approach to
improve test generation is to specify the class of valid inputs
as a context-free grammar (CFG) [44], [45]. While it would
be feasible to specify our ‘strategies’ as CFGs, and use CFG-
guided fuzzers to generate tests, it may be difficult to exclude
equivalence classes of tests from a CFG in general (especially
as this requires handling language complements). It is also
worth noting that while CFGs typically express (single-step)
software inputs, our strategies express (multi-step) sequences
of system manipulations that are evaluated by observing
their effects on execution traces. Though our approach was
motivated by a specific application in diversifying ICS test
suites, it may general enough to adapt for fuzzing other types
of software in which communication can be manipulated,
e.g. distributed software systems.

Johnson et al. [46] proposed ‘Causal Testing’, an approach
that helps Java developers to identify causal information
associated with a failed test case by fuzzing with minimally
different inputs that do not exhibit the faulty behaviour. Our

approach differs in that they use causality to explain an
existing failure, while we use it to diversify the test suite.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Inspired by the limited diversity of existing test benchmarks
for ICSs such as SWaT, we developed a formal guided
fuzzing approach that allows us to systematically generate
causally different tests with respect to an equivalence class
and a given goal. By focusing on traces of sensor/actuator
manipulations, our approach can be applied without having to
construct any mathematical models of the targeted system’s
programs or physics. We assessed the utility of our approach
by implementing it in a fuzzer for a real-world water treatment
testbed, finding that it was able to identify multiple tests that
were successful for causally different reasons.

In future work, we would like to explore practical ways
of reducing the overhead of our online strategy update algo-
rithms. For example, as an alternative to excluding classes
of tests by construction, a guided fuzzer may be able to
incorporate test diversity (i.e. being outside known equivalence
classes) as a part of the ‘reward’ function when searching for
new tests. We will also determine whether our approach can
be applied to fuzzing different kinds of CPSs (e.g. drones),
or other software/systems in which the execution trace can
be influenced by intercepting some communication channel.
Finally, we will explore its applicability to model checking
(e.g. searching for different counterexamples) and composi-
tional verification (i.e. verifying the system under the presence
of different test strategies).
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APPENDIX

EQUIVALENCE CLASS CONSTRUCTIONS

Proposition 3 (Strong capability-set equivalence). Let t de-
note a successful test on CPS P . A strategy Excl([t]≃) can
be constructed such that for every successful test t′ on P:

πt′ ∈ L(Excl([t]≃)) if and only if t′ ̸∈ [t]≃

Construction. Suppose that CSet(πt) = {y1, . . . , yn}. Let us
define Y ∗ = 2CSet(πt) \ CSet(πt). Then,

Excl([t]≃) =

({q∗} ∪ {qY | Y ∈ Y ∗},
{(q∗, (true, , true), q∗)}⋃

Y ∈Y ∗

{
(qY , (true, \ CSet(πt) ̸= ∅), q∗)

}
⋃

Y,Y ′∈Y ∗

.Y⊆Y ′

{
(qY , (true, Y

′ \ Y ⊆ ∧ ⊆ Y ′), qY ′)
}
,

q∅)

where q∗ and each qY are fresh strategy states.

For example, suppose that πt = PPPQQQPPP is the
history of a successful test, where P = {p1}, Q = {p1, p2},
and thus CSet(πt) = {p1, p2}. Then Excl([t]≃) is as depicted
in Figure 8. Note that the constraints of some transitions have
been simplified. Intuitively, the strategy characterises tests that
do not involve exactly the same set of capabilities as t. This
can be achieved by using strictly more capabilities than t,
or by using strictly fewer capabilities than t. In particular,
the strategy excludes any tests achieved by using exactly
the capabilities p1 and p2 (whether together or in different
transitions) and no others.

Proposition 4 (Strong capability-order equivalence). Let t be
a successful test on CPS P . A strategy Excl([t]→∼) can be
constructed such that for every successful test t′ on P:

πt′ ∈ L(Excl([t]→∼)) if and only if t′ ̸∈ [t]→∼

Construction. Suppose that COrd(πt) = Y1Y2 . . . Yk. Define:

Excl([t]→∼) =

({q0, q1, . . . , qk},
{(q0, (true, ̸= Y1), qk), (qk, (true, true), qk)}

k−1⋃
i=1

{
(qi−1, (true, == Yi), qi), (qi, (true, == Yi), qi),

(qi, (true, ̸= Yi ∧ ̸= Yi+1), qk)
}
,

q0)

where q0, q1, . . . , qk are fresh strategy states.

For example, suppose that πt = PPPQQQPPP is the
history of a successful test, where P = {p1}, Q = {p1, p2},
and COrd(πa) = PQP . Then Excl([t]→∼) is as depicted in
Figure 8. The strategy characterises tests that do not consist of
usages of P , followed by usages of Q, followed by usages of
P again. Intuitively, it achieves this by using states q1 and q2
to ‘track’ the usages of P s followed by Qs, with transitions
to q3 whenever a capability is used that makes it impossible
to achieve the P..Q..P.. pattern. Note that from q2 there are
no transitions supporting the usage of P .

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof Sketch. First, it is required to show that a capability
history πt′ = Y1Y2Y3 · · · is in L(T ∥ Excl([t]∼)) if and
only if πt′ ∈ L(T ) and πt′ ∈ L(Excl([t]∼)). This can be
obtained by showing that any test trace in T ∥ Excl([t]∼)
that derives πt′ can be mapped to a corresponding trace of
states and transitions in T and Excl([t]∼) (and vice versa).
This is evident from the definition of ∥ as the composed
strategy explicitly tracks (disjoint) state identifiers, combines
all possible pairs of transitions, and fully synchronises on
the steps of both strategies. The result is then obtained by
appealing to the relevant Proposition of the equivalence class
defined by the user (e.g. Propositions 1, 3, and 4), i.e. that
πt′ ∈ L(Excl([t]∼)) if and only if t′ ̸∈ [t]∼.

IMPLEMENTATION FOR SWAT

The formalisation, equivalence classes, and algorithms we
have presented are completely general: they can be applied
to any test scenario characterised as performing sequences of
sensor/actuator manipulations, and they do not require any
modelling of the targeted CPS (which would be difficult to
do in general, owing to the presence of physical processes).
Our theory can be applied to a real system by identifying
the sensors/actuators a tester can manipulate (along with
their possible readings/configurations), an equivalence class of
interest, and a test strategy of interest. Furthermore, in order to
guide the search for effective tests from a strategy, it requires
some black box predictive model of the system’s behaviour
(e.g. a simulator, or a neural network trained on sensor/actuator
data of the real system).

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our theory in practice,
we implemented causal fuzzing for SWaT as a suite of Python
scripts, which are available online [24]. Our implementation
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q{p2}
<latexit sha1_base64="dcsLzn7zyJCu16q7CKzhCAQ9fs8=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7AckIWy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ+RlePCji1V/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHKmtG1/W5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjUU0kmCe2ShCdyEGJFORO0q5nmdJBKiuOQ0344uZ35/ScqFUvEg56m1I/xSLCIEayN5D4GuZenQcsriqDesJv2HGiVOCVpQIlOUP/yhgnJYio04Vgp17FT7edYakY4LWpepmiKyQSPqGuowDFVfj4/uUBnRhmiKJGmhEZz9fdEjmOlpnFoOmOsx2rZm4n/eW6mo2s/ZyLNNBVksSjKONIJmv2PhkxSovnUEEwkM7ciMsYSE21SqpkQnOWXV0mv1XQumq37y0b7poyjCidwCufgwBW04Q460AUCCTzDK7xZ2nqx3q2PRWvFKmeO4Q+szx+BO5Fl</latexit>

` ;
<latexit sha1_base64="YyEBi6/rMQ8McrgMz0eTnJNRPHU=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Ac0pWy203bpZhN2J4US+k+8eFDEq//Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJHCoOd9O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PDIPT5pmjjVHBo8lrFuh8yAFAoaKFBCO9HAolBCKxzfz/3WBLQRsXrCaQLdiA2VGAjO0Eo91w0mfWZGNIAowakB7Lllr+ItQNeJn5MyyVHvuV9BP+ZpBAq5ZMZ0fC/BbsY0Ci5hVgpSAwnjYzaEjqWKRWC62eLyGb2wSp8OYm1LIV2ovycyFhkzjULbGTEcmVVvLv7ndVIc3HYzoZIUQfHlokEqKcZ0HgPtCw0c5dQSxrWwt1I+YppxtGGVbAj+6svrpFmt+FeV6uN1uXaXx1EkZ+ScXBKf3JAaeSB10iCcTMgzeSVvTua8OO/Ox7K14OQzp+QPnM8fugGTuA==</latexit>

` ✓ {p2}
<latexit sha1_base64="tCS/9RrNMVIIpkBKrk8HVaQXfHk=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgqiRV0GXRjcsK9gFNCJPJTTt08nBmUiihCzf+ihsXirj1I9z5N07bLLT1wIXDOfdy7z1+yplUlvVtlNbWNza3ytuVnd29/QPz8Kgjk0xQaNOEJ6LnEwmcxdBWTHHopQJI5HPo+qObmd8dg5Asie/VJAU3IoOYhYwSpSXPrDrjgMghdjzsyMyXoOABO3nqNZypZ9asujUHXiV2QWqoQMszv5wgoVkEsaKcSNm3rVS5ORGKUQ7TipNJSAkdkQH0NY1JBNLN509M8alWAhwmQles8Fz9PZGTSMpJ5OvOiKihXPZm4n9eP1PhlZuzOM0UxHSxKMw4VgmeJYIDJoAqPtGEUMH0rZgOiSBU6dwqOgR7+eVV0mnU7fN64+6i1rwu4iijKjpBZ8hGl6iJblELtRFFj+gZvaI348l4Md6Nj0VryShmjtEfGJ8/IIiXww==</latexit>

` ✓ {p1}
<latexit sha1_base64="UvQiJoqRXtxSUm7Lb2WcVZWhNcY=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgqiRV0GXRjcsK9gFNCJPJTTt08nBmUiihCzf+ihsXirj1I9z5N07bLLT1wIXDOfdy7z1+yplUlvVtlNbWNza3ytuVnd29/QPz8Kgjk0xQaNOEJ6LnEwmcxdBWTHHopQJI5HPo+qObmd8dg5Asie/VJAU3IoOYhYwSpSXPrDrjgMghdjzsyMyXoOABO3nq2c7UM2tW3ZoDrxK7IDVUoOWZX06Q0CyCWFFOpOzbVqrcnAjFKIdpxckkpISOyAD6msYkAunm8yem+FQrAQ4ToStWeK7+nshJJOUk8nVnRNRQLnsz8T+vn6nwys1ZnGYKYrpYFGYcqwTPEsEBE0AVn2hCqGD6VkyHRBCqdG4VHYK9/PIq6TTq9nm9cXdRa14XcZRRFZ2gM2SjS9REt6iF2oiiR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx6K1ZBQzx+gPjM8fHwKXwg==</latexit>

` == {p1}
<latexit sha1_base64="G9g2xX6nzsRV4aV9htP47AorL4o=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZrAIrkpSBd0Uim5cVrAPaEKYTCbt0MmDmUmhhIK/4saFIm79Dnf+jdM2C209cOFwzr3ce4+fciaVZX0bpbX1jc2t8nZlZ3dv/8A8POrIJBOEtknCE9HzsaScxbStmOK0lwqKI5/Trj+6m/ndMRWSJfGjmqTUjfAgZiEjWGnJM0+ccYDlECHHQ40GcvLUs52pZ1atmjUHWiV2QapQoOWZX06QkCyisSIcS9m3rVS5ORaKEU6nFSeTNMVkhAe0r2mMIyrdfH7+FJ1rJUBhInTFCs3V3xM5jqScRL7ujLAaymVvJv7n9TMV3rg5i9NM0ZgsFoUZRypBsyxQwAQlik80wUQwfSsiQywwUTqxig7BXn55lXTqNfuyVn+4qjZvizjKcApncAE2XEMT7qEFbSCQwzO8wpvxZLwY78bHorVkFDPH8AfG5w8w35RY</latexit>

` == {p2}
<latexit sha1_base64="6sK0+ximFKsu7K71m0fleohGrQQ=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZuBovgqiRV0E2h6MZlBfuAJoTJZNIOnTyYmRRqKP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPX7KmVSW9W2srK6tb2yWtsrbO7t7++bBYVsmmSC0RRKeiK6PJeUspi3FFKfdVFAc+Zx2/OHt1O+MqJAsiR/UOKVuhPsxCxnBSkueeeyMAiwHyPFQvY6cPPVqzsQzK1bVmgEtE7sgFSjQ9MwvJ0hIFtFYEY6l7NlWqtwcC8UIp5Oyk0maYjLEfdrTNMYRlW4+u36CzrQSoDARumKFZurviRxHUo4jX3dGWA3kojcV//N6mQqv3ZzFaaZoTOaLwowjlaBpFChgghLFx5pgIpi+FZEBFpgoHVhZh2AvvrxM2rWqfVGt3V9WGjdFHCU4gVM4BxuuoAF30IQWEHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY9564pRzBzBHxifP9h7lC8=</latexit>

` \ {p1, p2} 6= ;
<latexit sha1_base64="6inkFFl3Ja+usn++CdqsVSHWJF4=">AAACF3icbVBNSyNBEO3x2/gV16OXxqB4kDATBT3K7sWjCyYK6TD0dCqmsbun7a4RwpB/4WX/ihcPinh1b/tvtvNx8OtBweO9KqrqZVZJj3H8L5qZnZtfWFxarqysrq1vVDd/tHxeOAFNkavcXWXcg5IGmihRwZV1wHWm4DK7+TXyL+/AeZmbCxxY6Gh+bWRPCo5BSqt1dtflvk/3KEuZB9TSFJ6VNk0ObNpgQ8oM3FIG2uIg2Gm1FtfjMehXkkxJjUxxnlb/sm4uCg0GheLet5PYYqfkDqVQMKywwoPl4oZfQztQwzX4Tjn+a0h3g9KlvdyFMkjH6vuJkmvvBzoLnZpj33/2RuJ3XrvA3kmnlMYWCEZMFvUKRTGno5BoVzoQqAaBcOFkuJWKPndcYIiyEkJIPr/8lbQa9eSw3vh9VDv9OY1jiWyTHbJPEnJMTskZOSdNIsg9eSBP5Dn6Ez1GL9HrpHUmms5skQ+I3v4DZJ6fdg==</latexit>

` \ {p1, p2} 6= ;
<latexit sha1_base64="uDkKdan67mugLrQtrrZJX34unbA=">AAACFnicbVBNSyNBEO1x/YxfcT16aQyKBw0z2QU9ynrxqGBUSIehp1Mxjd09bXdNIAz5FXvZv7IXD4p4FW/+GzsxB78eFDzeq6KqXmaV9BjHL9HUj+mZ2bn5hcri0vLKanXt57nPCyegKXKVu8uMe1DSQBMlKri0DrjOFFxk10cj/6IPzsvcnOHAQlvzKyO7UnAMUlrdY/0O9z26zVLmAbU0hWelTZNdmzbYkDIDN5SBtjgIdlqtxfV4DPqVJBNSIxOcpNVn1slFocGgUNz7VhJbbJfcoRQKhhVWeLBcXPMraAVquAbfLsdvDelWUDq0m7tQBulYfT9Rcu39QGehU3Ps+c/eSPzOaxXYPWiX0tgCwYi3Rd1CUczpKCPakQ4EqkEgXDgZbqWixx0XGJKshBCSzy9/JeeNevKr3jj9XTv8M4ljnmyQTbJDErJPDskxOSFNIshf8p/ckfvoX3QbPUSPb61T0WRmnXxA9PQKB2ufTA==</latexit>

` \ {p1, p2} 6= ;
<latexit sha1_base64="6inkFFl3Ja+usn++CdqsVSHWJF4=">AAACF3icbVBNSyNBEO3x2/gV16OXxqB4kDATBT3K7sWjCyYK6TD0dCqmsbun7a4RwpB/4WX/ihcPinh1b/tvtvNx8OtBweO9KqrqZVZJj3H8L5qZnZtfWFxarqysrq1vVDd/tHxeOAFNkavcXWXcg5IGmihRwZV1wHWm4DK7+TXyL+/AeZmbCxxY6Gh+bWRPCo5BSqt1dtflvk/3KEuZB9TSFJ6VNk0ObNpgQ8oM3FIG2uIg2Gm1FtfjMehXkkxJjUxxnlb/sm4uCg0GheLet5PYYqfkDqVQMKywwoPl4oZfQztQwzX4Tjn+a0h3g9KlvdyFMkjH6vuJkmvvBzoLnZpj33/2RuJ3XrvA3kmnlMYWCEZMFvUKRTGno5BoVzoQqAaBcOFkuJWKPndcYIiyEkJIPr/8lbQa9eSw3vh9VDv9OY1jiWyTHbJPEnJMTskZOSdNIsg9eSBP5Dn6Ez1GL9HrpHUmms5skQ+I3v4DZJ6fdg==</latexit>

q0
<latexit sha1_base64="HBL9eWC1kOtFHDTxndzwoULVbZs=">AAACE3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEeyx48VjRfkAbymY7aZduNnF3opbQn+BR/THexKs/wN/ixW2ag20dGHi8N8ObeX4suEbH+bZWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29/dLBYVNHiWLQYJGIVNunGgSX0ECOAtqxAhr6Alr+6Gqqtx5AaR7JOxzH4IV0IHnAGUVD3d73nF6p7FScrOxl4OagTPKq90o/3X7EkhAkMkG17rhOjF5KFXImYFLsJhpiykZ0AB0DJQ1Be2l26sQ+NUzfDiJlWqKdsX83UhpqPQ59MxlSHOpFbUr+p3USDKpeymWcIEg2MwoSYWNkT/+2+1wBQzE2gDLFza02G1JFGZp05lwkPOJT5jNHIzd/TExa7mI2y6B5XnGdintzUa5V89wK5JickDPikktSI9ekThqEkQF5Jq/kzXqx3q0P63M2umLlO0dkrqyvX/fwn2o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HBL9eWC1kOtFHDTxndzwoULVbZs=">AAACE3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEeyx48VjRfkAbymY7aZduNnF3opbQn+BR/THexKs/wN/ixW2ag20dGHi8N8ObeX4suEbH+bZWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29/dLBYVNHiWLQYJGIVNunGgSX0ECOAtqxAhr6Alr+6Gqqtx5AaR7JOxzH4IV0IHnAGUVD3d73nF6p7FScrOxl4OagTPKq90o/3X7EkhAkMkG17rhOjF5KFXImYFLsJhpiykZ0AB0DJQ1Be2l26sQ+NUzfDiJlWqKdsX83UhpqPQ59MxlSHOpFbUr+p3USDKpeymWcIEg2MwoSYWNkT/+2+1wBQzE2gDLFza02G1JFGZp05lwkPOJT5jNHIzd/TExa7mI2y6B5XnGdintzUa5V89wK5JickDPikktSI9ekThqEkQF5Jq/kzXqx3q0P63M2umLlO0dkrqyvX/fwn2o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HBL9eWC1kOtFHDTxndzwoULVbZs=">AAACE3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEeyx48VjRfkAbymY7aZduNnF3opbQn+BR/THexKs/wN/ixW2ag20dGHi8N8ObeX4suEbH+bZWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29/dLBYVNHiWLQYJGIVNunGgSX0ECOAtqxAhr6Alr+6Gqqtx5AaR7JOxzH4IV0IHnAGUVD3d73nF6p7FScrOxl4OagTPKq90o/3X7EkhAkMkG17rhOjF5KFXImYFLsJhpiykZ0AB0DJQ1Be2l26sQ+NUzfDiJlWqKdsX83UhpqPQ59MxlSHOpFbUr+p3USDKpeymWcIEg2MwoSYWNkT/+2+1wBQzE2gDLFza02G1JFGZp05lwkPOJT5jNHIzd/TExa7mI2y6B5XnGdintzUa5V89wK5JickDPikktSI9ekThqEkQF5Jq/kzXqx3q0P63M2umLlO0dkrqyvX/fwn2o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HBL9eWC1kOtFHDTxndzwoULVbZs=">AAACE3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEeyx48VjRfkAbymY7aZduNnF3opbQn+BR/THexKs/wN/ixW2ag20dGHi8N8ObeX4suEbH+bZWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29/dLBYVNHiWLQYJGIVNunGgSX0ECOAtqxAhr6Alr+6Gqqtx5AaR7JOxzH4IV0IHnAGUVD3d73nF6p7FScrOxl4OagTPKq90o/3X7EkhAkMkG17rhOjF5KFXImYFLsJhpiykZ0AB0DJQ1Be2l26sQ+NUzfDiJlWqKdsX83UhpqPQ59MxlSHOpFbUr+p3USDKpeymWcIEg2MwoSYWNkT/+2+1wBQzE2gDLFza02G1JFGZp05lwkPOJT5jNHIzd/TExa7mI2y6B5XnGdintzUa5V89wK5JickDPikktSI9ekThqEkQF5Jq/kzXqx3q0P63M2umLlO0dkrqyvX/fwn2o=</latexit>

q2
<latexit sha1_base64="JwVBkzUzxAkEotIAOhEvg0mkgpU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbuToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK94+D2qBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6uKo16HkcRzuAcLsGDa2jALTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwD/eY2Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JwVBkzUzxAkEotIAOhEvg0mkgpU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbuToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK94+D2qBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6uKo16HkcRzuAcLsGDa2jALTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwD/eY2Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JwVBkzUzxAkEotIAOhEvg0mkgpU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbuToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK94+D2qBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6uKo16HkcRzuAcLsGDa2jALTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwD/eY2Q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JwVBkzUzxAkEotIAOhEvg0mkgpU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbuToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK94+D2qBccavuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFqTNyYZUhCWNtSyFZqL8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDOt+JlSSIldsuShMJcGYzP8mQ6E5Qzm1hDIt7K2EjammDG06JRuCt/ryOmnXqp5b9e6uKo16HkcRzuAcLsGDa2jALTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwD/eY2Q</latexit>

q1
<latexit sha1_base64="hcoGG1K+cm2+UsNvt9bLFGujLqE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZpPuboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FjpYdL3+uWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAWamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ4tTZ+TCKgMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNSK96c/E/r5uasOZnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kwBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TlpXVc+tevfXlXotj6MIZ3AOl+DBDdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP/31jY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hcoGG1K+cm2+UsNvt9bLFGujLqE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZpPuboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FjpYdL3+uWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAWamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ4tTZ+TCKgMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNSK96c/E/r5uasOZnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kwBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TlpXVc+tevfXlXotj6MIZ3AOl+DBDdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP/31jY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hcoGG1K+cm2+UsNvt9bLFGujLqE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZpPuboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FjpYdL3+uWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAWamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ4tTZ+TCKgMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNSK96c/E/r5uasOZnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kwBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TlpXVc+tevfXlXotj6MIZ3AOl+DBDdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP/31jY8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hcoGG1K+cm2+UsNvt9bLFGujLqE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZpPuboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FjpYdL3+uWKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAWamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ4tTZ+TCKgMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNSK96c/E/r5uasOZnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kwBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgrb68TlpXVc+tevfXlXotj6MIZ3AOl+DBDdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP/31jY8=</latexit>

q3
<latexit sha1_base64="IXuIJjXHCJp03PQZY4Ks1+NeKso=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHbBRI9ELx4xyiOBDZkdZmHC7Ow602tCCJ/gxYPGePWLvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJHCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUNHGqGW+wWMa6HVDDpVC8gQIlbyea0yiQvBWMbmZ+64lrI2L1gOOE+xEdKBEKRtFK94+9aq9YcsvuHGSVeBkpQYZ6r/jV7ccsjbhCJqkxHc9N0J9QjYJJPi10U8MTykZ0wDuWKhpx40/mp07JmVX6JIy1LYVkrv6emNDImHEU2M6I4tAsezPxP6+TYnjlT4RKUuSKLRaFqSQYk9nfpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2BD8JZfXiXNStmrlit3F6XadRZHHk7gFM7Bg0uowS3UoQEMBvAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8ABVyNnw==</latexit>

<̀latexit sha1_base64="wxO8onyf8xW6/LEZeFFGpWsGDLs=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtBT0WvXisYD+gXUo2m21js8mSZAtl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpapIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtJsoiuOA004wvpv7nQlVmknxaKYJ9WM8FCxiBBsrtfuTEOvRoFxxq+4CaJ14OalAjuag/NUPJUljKgzhWOue5ybGz7AyjHA6K/VTTRNMxnhIe5YKHFPtZ4trZ+jCKiGKpLIlDFqovycyHGs9jQPbGWMz0qveXPzP66UmuvEzJpLUUEGWi6KUIyPR/HUUMkWJ4VNLMFHM3orICCtMjA2oZEPwVl9eJ+1a1buq1h7qlcZtHkcRzuAcLsGDa2jAPTShBQSe4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gClOI8s</latexit>

` == P
<latexit sha1_base64="fcjw2DpBSpQ8dQfjy95mUFz6Lyc=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUstBoNgFXajoE0gaGMZwTwgu4TZ2dlkyOyDmbvBsGxj46/YWChi6z/Y+TdOki008cDA4ZxzuXOPGwuuwDS/jcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oqyiRlLVoJCLZdYligoesBRwE68aSkcAVrOOObqZ+Z8yk4lF4D5OYOQEZhNznlICW+uVje+wRNcR238Y2sAdIbYC0Xs8yGzf75YpZNWfAy8TKSQXl0Pkv24toErAQqCBK9SwzBiclEjgVLCvZiWIxoSMyYD1NQxIw5aSzKzJ8qhUP+5HULwQ8U39PpCRQahK4OhkQGKpFbyr+5/US8K+clIdxAiyk80V+IjBEeFoJ9rhkFMREE0Il13/FdEgkoaCLK+kSrMWTl0m7VrXOq7W7i0rjOq+jiI7QCTpDFrpEDXSLmqiFKHpEz+gVvRlPxovxbnzMowUjnzlEf2B8/gDgKZgr</latexit>

` == P
<latexit sha1_base64="mR7u0tETZaChABQH0P87Cmy6B/o=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqksRBovgqiRV0E2h6MZlBfuAJpTJZNIOnTyYuSmWkJUbf8WNC0Xc+g3u/BunbRbaemDgcM653LnHjQVXYJrfRmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0VZRIylo0EpHsukQxwUPWAg6CdWPJSOAK1nFHN1O/M2ZS8Si8h0nMnIAMQu5zSkBL/fKxPfaIGmJs921sA3uA1AZI6/Uss3GzX66YVXMGvEysnFRQDp3/sr2IJgELgQqiVM8yY3BSIoFTwbKSnSgWEzoiA9bTNCQBU046OyPDp1rxsB9J/ULAM/X3REoCpSaBq5MBgaFa9Kbif14vAf/KSXkYJ8BCOl/kJwJDhKedYI9LRkFMNCFUcv1XTIdEEgq6uZIuwVo8eZm0a1XrvFq7u6g0rvM6iugInaAzZKFL1EC3qIlaiKJH9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHPFow8plD9AfG5w87I5hV</latexit>

` == Q
<latexit sha1_base64="ieRLYogAxfcIJAC0G0OjoY2d1MI=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwCndR0CYQtLFMwHxALhx7e5tkyd7esTsXDEcaG/+KjYUitv4HO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5fiy4Btv+tlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhU0eJoqxBIxGptk80E1yyBnAQrB0rRkJfsJY/vJ36rRFTmkfyHsYx64akL3mPUwJG8gon7iggeoBdz8UusAdIXYC0UplMXFz3CkW7ZM+Al4mTkSLKUPMKX24Q0SRkEqggWnccO4ZuShRwKtgk7yaaxYQOSZ91DJUkZLqbzr6Y4DOjBLgXKVMS8Ez9PZGSUOtx6JvOkMBAL3pT8T+vk0DvuptyGSfAJJ0v6iUCQ4SnkeCAK0ZBjA0hVHFzK6YDoggFE1zehOAsvrxMmuWSc1Eq1y+L1Zssjhw6RqfoHDnoClXRHaqhBqLoET2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MW9dsbKZI/QH1ucP4a2YLA==</latexit>

` == Q
<latexit sha1_base64="ieRLYogAxfcIJAC0G0OjoY2d1MI=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwCndR0CYQtLFMwHxALhx7e5tkyd7esTsXDEcaG/+KjYUitv4HO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5fiy4Btv+tlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhU0eJoqxBIxGptk80E1yyBnAQrB0rRkJfsJY/vJ36rRFTmkfyHsYx64akL3mPUwJG8gon7iggeoBdz8UusAdIXYC0UplMXFz3CkW7ZM+Al4mTkSLKUPMKX24Q0SRkEqggWnccO4ZuShRwKtgk7yaaxYQOSZ91DJUkZLqbzr6Y4DOjBLgXKVMS8Ez9PZGSUOtx6JvOkMBAL3pT8T+vk0DvuptyGSfAJJ0v6iUCQ4SnkeCAK0ZBjA0hVHFzK6YDoggFE1zehOAsvrxMmuWSc1Eq1y+L1Zssjhw6RqfoHDnoClXRHaqhBqLoET2jV/RmPVkv1rv1MW9dsbKZI/QH1ucP4a2YLA==</latexit>

` 6= P

^ 6= Q
<latexit sha1_base64="OSB/VIK1eBZJrv+Q4NgAyNr7fXA=">AAACFXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26CRaLCykzVdBl0Y3LFuwFmlIymdM2NJMZk0yllL6EG1/FjQtF3ArufBvTC6KtPwR+vnMOJ+f3Y8G1cd0vZ2l5ZXVtPbWR3tza3tnN7O1XdZQoBhUWiUjVfapBcAkVw42AeqyAhr6Amt+7HtdrfVCaR/LWDGJohrQjeZszaixqZU5JP6C6i3GOtAgmEu4ILmFC0jlyD0EHLPvh5VYm6+bdifCi8WYmi2YqtTKfJIhYEoI0TFCtG54bm+aQKsOZgFGaJBpiynq0Aw1rJQ1BN4eTq0b42JIAtyNlnzR4Qn9PDGmo9SD0bWdITVfP18bwv1ojMe3L5pDLODEg2XRROxHYRHgcEQ64AmbEwBrKFLd/xaxLFWXGBpm2IXjzJy+aaiHvneUL5fNs8WoWRwodoiN0gjx0gYroBpVQBTH0gJ7QC3p1Hp1n5815n7YuObOZA/RHzsc3X4eccg==</latexit>

`
6=

P

<latexit sha1_base64="3lKsJSVnteyMAfwdCIeL1m7s3vA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZXrUs3wSK4KjNV0GXRjcsK9gGdUjKZO21oJjMmmWIp/RU3LhRx64+4829MHwttPRA4nHMu9+YEqeDauO63s7a+sbm1ndvJ7+7tHxwWjooNnWSKYZ0lIlGtgGoUXGLdcCOwlSqkcSCwGQxup35ziErzRD6YUYqdmPYkjzijxkrdQtEfhlT3id/1iS/x0Se1bqHklt0ZyCrxFqQEC9j8lx8mLItRGiao1m3PTU1nTJXhTOAk72caU8oGtIdtSyWNUXfGs9sn5MwqIYkSZZ80ZKb+nhjTWOtRHNhkTE1fL3tT8T+vnZnoujPmMs0MSjZfFGWCmIRMiyAhV8iMGFlCmeL2VsL6VFFmbF15W4K3/OVV0qiUvYty5f6yVL1Z1JGDEziFc/DgCqpwBzWoA4MneIZXeHMmzovz7nzMo2vOYuYY/sD5/AG+bpOY</latexit>

` 6= Q

^ 6= P
<latexit sha1_base64="FLLNEc/gkuBnxXv9bShfM4LD6YQ=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWCwupMxUQZdFNy5bsA9oSslkbtvQTGZMMpVS+hNu/BU3LhRxK7jzb0wfiLYeCBzOOZebe/xYcG1c98tZWl5ZXVtPbaQ3t7Z3djN7+1UdJYpBhUUiUnWfahBcQsVwI6AeK6ChL6Dm967Hfq0PSvNI3ppBDM2QdiRvc0aNlVqZU9IPqO5inCMtgomEO4LLmJB0jtxD0AGr/eilVibr5t0J8CLxZiSLZrD5TxJELAlBGiao1g3PjU1zSJXhTMAoTRINMWU92oGGpZKGoJvDyVUjfGyVALcjZZ80eKL+nhjSUOtB6NtkSE1Xz3tj8T+vkZj2ZXPIZZwYkGy6qJ0IbCI8rggHXAEzYmAJZYrbv2LWpYoyY4tM2xK8+ZMXSbWQ987yhfJ5tng1qyOFDtEROkEeukBFdINKqIIYekBP6AW9Oo/Os/PmvE+jS85s5gD9gfPxDV+fnHI=</latexit>

Fig. 8. Left: constructing Excl([t]≃) for CSet(πt) = {p1, p2}; Right: Excl([t]→∼ ) for COrd(πt) = PQP

is able to handle strong capability-set equivalence, strong
capability-order equivalence, most importantly, Y -set equiv-
alence, where Y is taken to be the causal capabilities of an
identified test.

In Algorithm 2, to constrain the search space, we limit
walks to three transitions, but use a longer fixed time interval
of 10 minutes (determined experimentally; Section VI). As
our prediction model, we make use of a high-fidelity simula-
tor for SWaT [24], but note that other kinds of prediction
models based on machine learning are available too [15],
[16], [25]. We define simple objective functions in terms
of the known safe operational ranges of sensors (similar to
the fuzzer of [15]). To test whether a manipulation is causal
(Algorithm 3), we make use of the actual testbed for all tests
except those that target tank over- or underflows. For those
tests, we use the simulator to avoid resource wastage, testing
only the final output tmin on the real system.

Once a potential test has been identified and pruned, the rest
of Algorithm 1 (i.e. identifying whether the potential test is
actually successful) is executed on the SWaT testbed itself. To
assess the effects of utilising capabilities, we fuzz the sensor
readings and actuator commands accordingly over the network
using the pycomm [47] package.

CAUSALLY DIFFERENT TESTS FOUND

Table II lists the causality sets identified in our evaluation
(Section VI; Experiment #2).



TABLE II
CAUSAL CAPABILITY SETS IN TESTS IDENTIFIED BY OUR FUZZER

Test Goal Causal Capability Sets
FIT101 (High) {[MV101, open]}
FIT201 (High) {[MV201, open], [P101, on], [P102, on]}
FIT601 (High) {[MV301, open], [MV303, open], [MV502, open],

[P602, on]}
FIT101 (Low) {[MV101, close]}
FIT201 (Low) {[MV201, close]}

{[P101, off], [P102, off]}
FIT301 (Low) {[MV302, close]}

{[P301, off], [P302, off]}
FIT401 (Low) {[MV501, close]}
FIT501 (Low) {[MV501, close], [MV503, close], [MV504, close]}
FIT601 (Low) {[P602, off]}
DPIT301 (Low) {[MV301, open], [MV303, open], [P602, on]}

{[MV302, close]}
{[P301, off], [P302, off]}

LIT101 (High) {[MV101, open]}
{[MV101, open], [P101, off], [P102, off]}
{[MV101, open], [MV201, close]}

LIT301 (High) {[MV201, open], [P101, on]}
{[MV201, open], [P102, on]}
{[MV201, open], [P101, on], [P301, off], [P302, off]}
{[MV201, open], [P102, on], [P301, off], [P302, off]}
{[MV201, open], [P101, on], [MV302, close]}
{[MV201, open], [P102, on], [MV302, close]}

LIT401 (High) {[MV302, open], [P301, on]}
{[MV302, open], [P302, on]}

LIT101 (Low) {[MV101, close], [MV201, open], [P101, on]}
{[MV101, close], [MV201, open], [P102, on]}

LIT301 (Low) {[MV201, close], [MV302, open], [P301, on]}
{[MV201, close], [MV302, open], [P302, on]}

LIT401 (Low) {[MV302, close], [P401, on]}
{[P301, off], [P302, off], [P401, on]}
{[MV302, close], [P402, on]}
{[P301, off], [P302, off], [P402, open]}


